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Dear Committee members,
Re: Inquiry into the Victorian Government’s response to the COVID-19 Pandemic
Aged Care Crisis is an independent community based group that is primarily concerned with the
impact of Coronavirus on aged care and what can be learned about systemic problems from the
responses, not only in Australia, but also internationally.
Members of our group are engaged with the aged-care sector in a variety of ways - as health
professionals, legal experts, and family members of residents in aged care and as volunteers. Our
website provides accessible information on many aspects of elder abuse and aged care and an
opportunity for site visitors to express their views and concerns. The tenor of much of our feedback
indicates a high level of community concern relating to elder abuse and aged-care issues
generally.
ACC has played a unique and pivotal role in examining events and trends within the aged-care
sector. For at least two decades ACC and/or its members have taken the time and effort to
respond to various aged care inquiries, reviews and consultations and critically examined scattered
information. We have published articles from the coalface and created a forum where participants
can tell of their experiences and comment critically. We produce a periodic newsletter. Our byline
‘where little voices can be heard’ underpins all that we do.
Ageing and aged care are integral to society. It cannot be artificially separated from what is
happening in that society or in the rest of the world. There are patterns of behaviour that impact on
aged care. This must be recognised and acknowledged.
What most reviews, inquiries and policies have done is to evaluate aged care as if it were isolated.
They then ignore knowledge and logic in order to apply current ideological concepts as if every
sector in society was identical.
To understand what has happened and what works, it is useful to look at the global successes and
failures after the virus spread out of China. The entire debate has been characterised by claims
and assertions that are untrue, many of them made by national leaders.
The Australian Senate, the government in Victoria and the Royal Commission into aged care are
all investigating the way in which Australia and its nursing homes have addressed the Coronavirus
Pandemic. These seem to be overlapping inquiries.
Aged Care Crisis has followed the development of the pandemic globally and in Australia. It has
analysed what happened and has already made a submission to the Australian senate inquiry.
Australia performed so very much better than the USA, the UK, Canada and many other countries
it more closely resembled. It did as well as the successful Asian countries and New Zealand.
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In our submission we examined and compared the reasons why other countries succeeded or
failed and then applied the insights to the Australian situation.
We show how in Australia, state governments took over from a central government that lacked
capacity and the ability to engage society. They were able to engage citizens. This engagement
and compliance was critical to controlling the pandemic.
While Victoria, like NSW had a large number of cases, it has performed well, learned quickly from
others mistakes and has not made the mistakes made by NSW.
In spite of the same policies that fractured society in countries that failed, citizens in Australia came
together to build capacity and resilience. This has succeeded. The risk of a second wave remains
and it has already started in Victoria. This will be disappointing and make it more difficult to engage
citizens in the same way and resist pressure from the Commonwealth government. We know what
is needed. There are many lessons for policy in aged care and more broadly.
The way in which community came together in both the bush fires and the coronavirus crises is
relevant to the crisis in aged care that the Royal Commission is addressing. The crisis in aged
care is in large part a consequence of government policies that excluded citizens and communities
from involvement in what is a humanitarian service to citizens in their communities.
These were essentially the same free market policies that have fractured society in the USA and
the UK. It left those countries socially weakened and unable to respond to the COVID-19 crisis.
You are required to report on:
a)

the responses taken by the Victorian Government, including as part of the National
Cabinet, to manage the COVID-19 pandemic and

b)

any other matter related to the COVID-19 pandemic

What happened in other countries and in the rest of Australia should be relevant to assessing your
own performance to see what you did well and in learning where you might have taken a wrong
turning if you had been faced by a slightly different challenge.
We hope that this submission slightly modified and updated from that submitted to the senate will
be useful
Our submission follows.

Lynda Saltarelli and J M Wynne MB.ChB.,FRCS.,FRACS.,Grad Cert Ed,
Aged Care Crisis Inc.
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Glossary and abbreviations
Term

Description

ACC

Aged Care Crisis Inc.

CVS

Community Visitor Scheme

ACQSC

Australian Aged Care Quality and Safety Commission

NACA

National Aged Care Alliance

ACSA

Aged & Community Services Australia (industry lobby group)

LASA

Leading Age Services Australia (industry lobby group)

OPAN

The Older Persons Advocacy Network (OPAN) is a national network of
government funded groups comprised of nine state and territory
organisations that deliver advocacy, information and education services to
older people across Australia
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1 Summary
It is not possible to understand what has happened during the coronavirus pandemic in Australia
unless it is placed in the context of what has happened in the rest of the world and what happened
in the past that made some so vulnerable and others so successful.
We describe the many global warnings that were ignored, the tardiness in addressing them and the
state of western society and its leadership that has made it so ineffective. We then examine how
this played out in those countries that failed so badly and those who succeeded to a greater extent.
We look at some countries where success or failure varied geographically and the reasons for this.
Australia has followed the USA and the UK in weakening government and society. Although it is a
few years behind, which might have helped, we would expect it to be very vulnerable and our
leaders to behave similarly. In fact they did so and there were blunders and some delays.
We explore the way we recovered the situation and ultimately were very successful. We should
avoid confirmation bias and not congratulate ourselves because the problems are there and as
some examples show it could have been very different. We were lucky rather than wise. These
problems have been festering for years and need attention.
Our particular interest is in aged care. What happened here internationally is as revealing. The
impact and the mortality in nursing homes in Europe, the USA and the UK was devastating.
Canada went in two different directions.
Australia was lucky in that only a few nursing homes were infected and only one was a major
problem. The industry have seized on this to congratulate themselves and use it to reaffirm their
belief in what they are doing and discredit the findings of the Royal Commission. This in our view
is a combination of ideological intractability and confirmation bias.
We examine the reasons why aged care escaped before exploring two nursing homes that became
infected. These reveal just how vulnerable our nursing homes are and just how inept and
inappropriate our thinking and actions were. Our bureaucracy (civil service) has been extensively
eroded over the last 40 years and its inadequacy is exposed.
The government has instead delegated the functions of the civil service to the market and to
commercial consultancies. These do not have the capacity and are often blinded by belief so do
not challenge. The government once again called in private companies to provide services they
were incapable of. We examine the two private for profit companies they worked with. Both have
close relationships with government and we examine issues around this.
We examine some of the issues that were problematic and which illustrated the same patterns
seen globally. We draw some conclusions and some lessons.
In order to understand what happened and suggest change we look at a few relevant issues in the
development of democracy and of knowledge of ourselves and of our society and how we once
responded to them.
We then look at the development of neoliberal/free market beliefs to show how they were based on
a misunderstanding of the role of society and also ignored what we knew of ourselves and our
relationship with our society. They set the stage for the deep structural flaws in society that the
coronavirus has exposed globally.
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We look at how managerialism adopted these ideas and drove these ideas through every part of
our society. We focus particularly on the negative impact it has had on civil society.
Aged care is a good illustration of the way this affected society. We outline some salient features
in the development of aged care in Australia including the problems created by profit-focused
entities and the recommendations made by inquiries into developing problems. These were that
states should take over aged care and that aged care be managed locally. Local regulators would
work closely with communities.
We show how the arrival of neoliberal ideas in Australia resulted in the abandonment of the
reforms that were being introduced. In 1997 the Commonwealth supported by the for-profit sector
took over and introduced free market policies that ignored all the previous recommendations
pushing local government and communities aside. This is what happened in other western
countries and they have the same problems.
Our recommendations address these issues and seek to rebuild community and restructure the
sector so that the market is directly responsible to the local communities that they serve.
We would welcome an opportunity to discuss and expand upon these points with the
Committee.
Note: We have noticed the way the challenging issues we have raised here have been
instinctively avoided by the many failed aged care inquiries and believe that this is why they have
failed. This sort of analysis seems to be taboo. We worry that the Royal Commission is also
failing to address this. The revelations from the Coronavirus pandemic reveal just how important it
is that we now do so. The issues extend far beyond aged care and beyond Australia.
We have written to the Royal Commission emphasising the problem and asked them to address it.
We have also written an open letter to both political parties asking them to encourage the Royal
Commission to explore these issues.
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2 Recommendations for change
The bushfire crisis and Coronavirus have shown the importance of thriving and effective
communities. Citizens have realised what has been missing. They want to grow society.

Recommendation 1: Politics and society
That society and politicians should acknowledge that the role of government is to build and support
society and that current policies and a top/down managerialism have had a devastating and
erosive effect on society.
Steps should be taken to involve and empower communities by creating structures that enable
them to take control of the affairs in their communities. There should be a progressive move
towards a more participatory form of politics based on the principle of deliberative democracy.

Recommendation 2: Aged care devolution
The advice given by the 1982 McLeay report should be taken and responsibility for management,
oversight and regulation should be transferred from the Commonwealth to the states and funded
like health care.

Recommendation 3: Aged care and community
The principle that aged care is a community responsibility should be adopted. Those providing care
are their agents and accountable to them. They must be empowered to work with their agents and
ensure that they do what is required. If the market is to work then they should be able to replace a
provider that does not meet their reasonable expectations.

Recommendation 4: Local oversight and accountability
To enable this, the approach taken by the Coleman (1975), Macleay (1882), Giles (1985) and
Ronalds (1989) reports to local management of aged care should be built on. Pressure from forprofit industry groups supported by the new free market ideology resulted in the new reform
program being abandoned in the 1990s in favour of centralized management. Strategies should
be developed to empower and support local councils and local communities and encourage them
to take control of the management and oversight of aged care, They should be helped to create
structures that support residents and families and work with them in dealing with providers.
a) Advocates should be drawn from local communities and be regularly on site, so known to
residents and families.
b) Empowered visitors should be the on-site regulatory face of the community keeping an
eye on what is happening, being involved with the staff and residents, when there are
problems and ensuring they are addressed. They should report to and work with both the
community and the regulator.
c) The Public Guardian and the Public Advocate in Queensland, as well as the Public
Advocate in Victoria, have all made submissions to recent inquiries pressing for the
introduction of a proper empowered visitors scheme in aged care.
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d) Local guidance: Guidance and help to families and prospective residents should be
provided locally by those who work with the empowered visitors and advocates and so
know what is happening.

Recommendation 5: Co-operation and transparency
The community should appoint representatives to sit on nursing home management committees
and on provider boards.

Recommendation 6: Restore probity measures
Probity, a measure of character, should be a prime consideration in approving a provider. Locals
should have the opportunity to investigate and contribute to the process. Locals bodies should
have the final say in selecting a provider for their community.

Recommendation 7: Making the market work for community
To enable communities to remove an unsatisfactory provider and make the market work without
disrupting service it would help if ownership of facilities was separated from the provision of
services by using Real Estate Investment Trusts (REIT). The provider could then be changed with
minimal disruption.

Recommendation 8: Removing perverse incentives
Consideration might be given to separate the payments to providers for operating services from the
funding to provide care. This would create a stable market and eliminate the perverse incentives
created by competition for profit. Competition and growth would be focused on service provision.
Note that Aged Care Crisis has been making submissions to inquiries advocating for a market that
is controlled by and responsible to community for over 10 years. There is more detail in our other
submissions. We have expanded on how a community controlled system could be integrated
horizontally with other communities and vertically with reach down specialist health care and
central regulatory and other services that support and build local capacity.
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3 Tardiness in responding to the Coronavirus threat
One of the commonest justifications by those who have made mistakes has been the claim that
this could not have been anticipated. This is patently untrue.
The world has been aware of the risks of pandemics since the time of the great plague. It has
been reinforced by our knowledge of the 1918 influenza pandemic, smallpox, diphtheria, polio,
measles and more. More recently there were threats and narrow escapes from flu, eg. Swine Flu,
SARS and Ebola in Africa. We knew something like this would happen. We have the knowledge
and we have known what to do and what to expect. We have been repeatedly warned.
In spite of the many warnings, across the world most countries were unprepared and unresourced. The advice and warnings of experts in the field had been ignored.
Bill Gates efforts to warn the world: In A 2015 TED lecture ‘The next outbreak? We’re not
ready’1. Bill Gates warned the world of the danger of a massive pandemic. He spoke again of our
lack of preparedness in Switzerland in 2017 and in a CBS interview the same year2.
In 2018 he was the guest speaker at a prestigious medical meeting ‘Epidemics going viral:
Innovation Vs. Nature’ In The USA3. Over the years his foundation has funded research into
vaccines.
If we look across the world we can see that many countries were unprepared and were unable to
address the problem - Italy, Spain, Russia, Sweden, Iran, Brazil as well as the USA and the UK.
There were exceptions and these were countries that had either recent experience of similar
pandemics, different types of government and/or different patterns of interaction between
government and society. Mazzucato and Quaggiotto have just published a similar analysis of the
reasons for success and failure to ours4.
An era of truth decay: As Neoliberal/free market ideology has lost legitimacy, western countries
have entered a phase of what is called Truth decay and populism. Existing knowledge is
discarded and ignored. Those with knowledge are ignored and criticised. Citizens elect populist
leaders whose appeal is based on enticing fantasies. Chaos results.
Neoliberal/free market ideology itself led the way in demonising society and effective government
as a threat to individual freedom, and in rejecting science and medical expertise. Both are essential
if the excesses of individuals are to be constrained and if democracy is to operate effectively. This
has made the situation much worse than previous periods of truth decay. These new leaders do
not have the capacity to deal with a crisis nor the insight to recognize their incapacity.

1
2

3

4

The next outbreak? We’re not ready | Bill Gates YouTube ·3/04/2015 · by TED: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Af6b_wyiwI
Bill Gates warned of a deadly pandemic for years — and said we wouldn't be ready to handle it, CBS News 19 March 2020
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-bill-gates-epidemic-warning-readiness/
Epidemics Going Viral: Innovation Vs. Nature, presented by the Massachusetts Medical Society 27 Apr 2018 Program
http://epidemics.events.nejm.org/#/main
Shattuck Lecture by Bill Gates http://epidemics.events.nejm.org/#/media/3222
Mazzucato M and Quaggiotto G. The big failure of small government Social Europe 26 May 2020
https://www.socialeurope.eu/the-big-failure-of-small-government
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An editorial in The Lancet, an eminent medical journal, describes the consequences:

“… The accretion of new knowledge takes place via tweets, political
grandstanding, gross misinterpretation of preprints, and media briefings in
the absence of scrutinisable data. We are witness to the unedifying spectacle
of highly respected scientists left squirming as they are subject to the
dangerous ramblings of politicians desperate to rescue themselves from their
own incompetence.
-------------------Perhaps more predictably, the steps taken by national governments to
mitigate COVID-19 are simultaneously criticised as under-reactions and overreactions. And as these policies have their desired effect, the premature
clamour for a “return to normal” grows ever louder. …”
Source: Riding the coronacoaster of uncertainty Editorial The Lancet 15 May 2020
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(20)30378-9/fulltext

3.1 Those who failed to control coronavirus
World Health Organisation: Many have looked at the reasons why so many failed5. They have
described6 how the World Health Organisation’s “global pandemic preparedness funds have fallen
woefully short”, how “countries have never given the WHO the requisite independence, powers or
resources required to fulfil its mission” and how reliance on states cooperating with it had made it
deferential and so slow to respond to what was happening in China in January 2020. It “has no
powers to compel” so is “at the mercy of obstructive member states and saddled with dwindling
resources”.
Others have been concerned about the vulnerability of disadvantaged citizens and nations, and the
inequity of the responses7 including “unconscionable stockpiling by wealthy countries and
attempts by many to extract profits from the crisis”. They have written an open letter to the
United Nations8 indicating that they are “gravely concerned about the escalating impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic among already vulnerable and marginalized populations worldwide” and
pressing for a WHO ethical task force.
Most material is available from the USA and the UK. They are typical of systems that have failed.
Warning the USA: Articles9 in the USA have described the many warnings by experts between
2005 and Jan 2020. A week before he took office many of Trump’s aids took part in a legally
required transition exercise as part of their briefing10. It examined the whole-of-government
response to a crisis pandemic and the possible shortages of resources. Instead in 2018 the Trump
administration abolished the National Security Council section that would have played a lead role.

5

6

7
8
9

10

Coronavirus: governments knew a pandemic was a threat – here’s why they weren’t better prepared, The Conversation 28 April 2020
https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-governments-knew-a-pandemic-was-a-threat-heres-why-they-werent-better-prepared-136857
Coronavirus is a failure of global governance – now the world needs a radical transformation The Conversation 5 May 2020
https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-is-a-failure-of-global-governance-now-the-world-needs-a-radical-transformation-136535
Health inequity during the COVID-19 pandemic: a cry for ethical global leadership, The Lancet, 15 May 2020 https://bit.ly/3ddPgIR
Health Inequity during the Pandemic: A Cry for Ethical Global Leadership – Open letter to the United Nations https://bit.ly/2TQVVRt
Blinking Red: 25 Missed Pandemic Warning Signs, GEN (Genetic Engineering & Biotechnology News) 17 April 2020
https://www.genengnews.com/a-lists/blinking-red-25-missed-pandemic-warning-signs/
An Oral History of the Pandemic Warnings Trump Ignored, Wired, 17 April 2020 https://bit.ly/2M5tiff
Experts warned of a pandemic decades ago. Why weren't we ready? National Geographic, 8 April 2020 https://on.natgeo.com/2ZYV6Kv
Before Trump’s inauguration, a warning: ‘The worst influenza pandemic since 1918’ Politico, 16 Mar 2020 https://politi.co/2X9AZau
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A Political Hiatus in the USA: The Trump administration suppressed a February 2020 report that,
like a similar one in 2019, warned that the USA was unprepared for a pandemic11. It had already
“cut back money and personnel from pandemic preparedness” as well as for global warming. In
September 2019, three months before the first case in China the administration ended a $200m
early warning program called ‘Predict’ that had identified more than 160 different coronaviruses
that were potential problems12.
Multiple reports and TV interviews have revealed the conflict between Trump, who refused to
accept the seriousness of the situation, and his administrators and the experts trying to advise
him13. This resulted in conflicting messages to the public. The incidence and death rate in the
USA has been one of the worst in the world. Some state governors and their advisors stepped up
and did the best they could.
What is revealed is a central administration that lives in an artificially created world that rejects any
reality other than its own and is consequently unable to cope with real world issues.
Crowded New York City was the worst effected, hospitals were under-resourced and lacking in
protective equipment and ventilators. They were overloaded and unable to cope. Bodies piled up
and there was insufficient storage for them. The long lines of empty graves being dug appeared
on world television as a grim warning to others.
The second most severely affected area was the native Indian reserves, which were also poorly
equipped to cope but have had little publicity – a warning to Australia.
In the midst of all this the president was refusing to wear a mask, supporting those who were
unwilling to isolate and pressing to end the lockdown which he did not believe in.
No preparations had been made. Where South Korea had been able to develop testing kits within
a week, the USA was grossly undersupplied in test kits, in personal protection gear and in
ventilators. It was a disaster.

3.2 Warnings in the United Kingdom
The UK too ignored warnings in 2005 and, unlike Germany, had rejected testing as a way of
dealing with a pandemic14. In 2016 a complex exercise in managing a pandemic was carried out
but it was never published and no steps were taken to prepare15. They knew what had happened
in China and was already happening in Italy so there was no excuse.
The British government was hopelessly unprepared for what happened. There was soon
insufficient protective gear, little testing and too few ventilators. The NHS was overwhelmed and
morgues overflowing.

11

12
13

14

15

The Trump Administration Is Stalling an Intel Report That Warns the U.S. Isn’t Ready for a Global Pandemic, Time, 9 Mar 2020
https://time.com/5799765/intelligence-report-pandemic-dangers/
Trump administration cut pandemic early warning program in September The Guardian 4 April 2020 https://bit.ly/2Xc4GYr
A new investigation reveals Trump ignored experts on Covid-19 for months, Vox, 12 April 2020 https://bit.ly/2Afqw4r
Doomed from the Start.’ Experts Say the Trump Administration’s Coronavirus Response Was Never Going to Work Time,
5 March 2020 https://time.com/5797636/trump-botched-coronavirus-response/
Too Little Too Late UK. Officials ignored pandemic warnings from health experts 15 years ago and NEVER drew up plans for mass
testing The Sun 3 April 2020 https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11318175/officials-ignored-warnings-health-experts-mass-testing/
Exercise Cygnus uncovered: the pandemic warnings buried by the government The Telegraph, 28 Mar 2020 https://bit.ly/2XbV0xb
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The Prime Minister was hopelessly out of touch to the extent that he was soon shaking patient’s
hands, became infected himself and almost died. His principle adviser, Dominic Cummings, simply
ignored the lockdown rules16.
As the editor of The Lancet indicated17 after describing what was happening in the UK, “It seems
clear that, for whatever reason, Western political systems have proven incapable of responding
rationally”. That is a central problem that needs to be explored, understood and then addressed if
we are to find our way through the many future crises we will face.
There has been strong criticism of the government’s decision to limit testing, its failure to
adequately test in the community, its failure to look for asymptomatic cases and the lack of
transparency. This makes the total number of cases reported unreliable18 a.
By 20 May, 44,000 citizens had died. There were outbreaks in 6,000 nursing homes and 10,000 of
the deaths were in nursing homes19 b. One of the major problems in the UK was that infected
residents were left in nursing homes and treated there. They even transferred patients who were
still infected from hospitals to nursing homes. There was a lack of testing and crosscontamination from some health care staff working in several homes. There was not enough
personal protective equipment for staff. In contrast “care homes in South Korea had not had a
single death from Covid-19” because “anybody with suspected Covid was immediately isolated
and if they tested positive were removed into quarantine centres, and/or hospitals”.

3.3 Impact of Coronavirus in Italy and then Spain
Italy was slow off the mark. The infectivity and extent of the problem was clear in China and other
countries had already successfully taken steps to control spread20. The problem was “a systematic
failure to absorb and act upon existing information rapidly and effectively rather than a
complete lack of knowledge of what ought to be done”.
Several scientists had been warning of the potential for a catastrophe for weeks but they were
ignored and like Boris Johnson “notable Italian politicians engaged in public handshaking” and
infected themselves. Like multiple other countries they “seize upon information that confirms our
preferred position” – examples of confirmation bias. There has been a “systematic inability to
listen to experts”. The response was slow and incremental so they only responded to what was
happening and not what was going to happen.
Within Italy itself Lombardy was slow to respond and suffered whereas Veneto “took a much more
proactive tack towards the containment of the virus” – a multi-pronged strategy. It was more
successful. Unlike China21 “countries like Italy have less compliant political cultures” and
restrictions on citizens will be resisted. Governments have lost legitimacy across western capitalist
democracies and this has impacted on our capacity to respond in times of crisis.

16

17

18
19

20
21

Boris Johnson's top adviser Dominic Cummings says he 'doesn't regret' breaking coronavirus lockdown. ABC News 25 May 2020
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-05-26/boris-johnson-adviser-dominic-cummings-makes-statement-lockdown/12285156
‘For Unknown Reasons They Waited. And Watched’ – Lancet Editor Exposes Devastating Government Failure On Coronavirus.
Media Lens 20 March 2020 https://bit.ly/3eGCvab
Coronavirus: 5 failings unveiled in powerful letter to Boris Johnson The Mirror, 19 May 2020 https://bit.ly/2XdEXPa
Care home deaths in England and Wales above 10,000 as MPs told equivalent South Korea toll is zero MSN News, 19 May 2020
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/newslondon/covid-19-deaths-in-england-and-wales-pass-37000-latest-ons-figures-show/ar-BB14idP0
Pisano G P et al. Lessons from Italy’s Response to Coronavirus. Harvard Business Review 27 March 2020 https://bit.ly/2XEtqHP
Italy’s ‘darkest hour’: how coronavirus became a very political problem The Conversation, 10 March 2020 https://bit.ly/2ZMrq2X
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Spain had a new and unstable minority government in power. It was very slow to respond after the
first case and paid the price of inaction22. A major problem was the unreliability of data collection
and the under-reporting of cases23. That has not been unique to Spain.
Denial in Brazil: Brazil is a glaring example of political failure24.

“… Among all political leaders now having to deal with the global COVID-19
crisis, the response of Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro has been among the
most puzzling. His peddling of "miracle cures" and uneasiness with social
distancing measures are not unlike those of President Donald Trump”.
He has belittled the risk and ignored medical advice25. More than any of the recent populist
leaders he “is completely unequipped to respond effectively to a crisis of this magnitude”. He
seems to be “the biggest science denier in the country”. The devastating effect of the virus on the
indigenous peoples of the Amazon is a grim warning of what might happen if it gets into Australia’s
indigenous population26.
Indigenous communities worldwide “share common features that make them especially
vulnerable”27.. A team of Bolivian, US and other international anthropologists, physicians, tribal
leaders, and local officials have developed a program for applying ‘voluntary collective isolation’.
This might be adapted for Australian remote communities should the grey nomads take the virus
north with them, if and when the Queensland border is opened to them.
Other problem countries: Brazil is not the only vulnerable country or problem leader28. Russia
has tried to minimise its growing problem. India is reducing restrictions as the number of cases
grows. Sweden has taken a “soft social distancing approach” and is paying the price. South
Africa identified the threat early and imposed very strict isolation. Its population is particularly
vulnerable. This has caused widespread poverty and some social unrest forcing the government to
ease the restrictions even though some predict many more cases’

3.4 Key features of failed management of Coronavirus in countries
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28



They are primarily countries that have adopted free market global policies and/or have
populist leaders



Their leaders display an ignorance and/or rejection of past knowledge, disregard for
science and medical advice, an inability to think critically and a supreme confidence in their
own illusionary views.



They also have communities that are divided and distrustful of their leaders and of
established knowledge including science – a situation described as ‘truth decay’.

How Spain’s coronavirus outbreak got so bad so fast — and how Spaniards are trying to cope Vox, 20 March 2020
https://www.vox.com/2020/3/20/21183315/coronavirus-spain-outbreak-cases-tests
Counting Bodies and Pointing Fingers as Spain Tallies Coronavirus Dead The New York Times, 21 Apr 2020
https://nyti.ms/2TQW9bh
Brazil's coronavirus crisis, Bolsonaro's response and the failure of authoritarian populism NBC News, 15 May 2020
https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/brazil-s-coronavirus-crisis-bolsonaro-s-response-failure-authoritarian-populism-ncna1207341
Brazil becomes a global epicentre for COVID-19, as political turmoil hampers medical response. CBC news 23 May 2020
https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/brazil-becomes-a-global-epicentre-for-covid-19-as-political-turmoil-hampers-medical-response-1.5581246
As deaths mount in Brazil's Amazon, official COVID-19 toll under scrutiny Reuters 8 May 2020 https://reut.rs/3evjWWi
Kaplan H S et al. Voluntary collective isolation as a best response to COVID-19 for indigenous populations? A case study and
protocol from the Bolivian Amazon The Lancet, 15 May 2020 https://bit.ly/2XGwvXL
Covid 19 coronavirus: Why cases are growing in Russia, Brazil and India New Zealand Herald, 23 May 2020 https://bit.ly/2XGkdib
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3.5 Countries successful in dealing with Coronavirus
Singapore and Hong Kong were countries that heeded the lessons of the 2003 SARS virus
outbreak29 a. They had a head start and were ready to start testing and to respond by tracing
contacts. They were close to China and responded fast, sealing their borders. Their health systems
were well prepared. Stockpiles were primed. There were relatively few cases and curves flattened
but it was not eradicated.
Singapore was a stable country with authoritarian leaders that were credible and supported by a
compliant population30 b. It was one of the first outside China affected. “SARS turned out to be a
blessing for Singapore”. It knew what to do. It had “a reputation for strictness and keeping things
clean”. It immediately “took some of the most aggressive measures to contain the spread without
putting entire communities on lockdown”.
Tracing contacts was critically important. They realised that “contact tracing is only as good as the
weakest link, which is our own individual personal recollection”. They developed an app that
traced movements and contacts - that would jolt people’s memories. There have been very few
fatalities in Singapore.
The danger that poor and overcrowded communities that could not isolate presented became
apparent in Singapore when there was a rapid increase coming from overcrowded residential
dormitories of foreign workers31.
Hong Kong had a border with China which it closed32. It too had experienced SARS. It relied
heavily on testing and tracing contacts rather than lock down, but citizens themselves reduced
contact, wore masks and worked from home. In spite of the ongoing social upheaval and violent
disputes with its government, citizens conformed and spread was contained. But it too saw a
second wave principally from its own residents returning from overseas. There were calls for a
lockdown but with a little more than 1,000 cases and only 4 deaths it has done well.
South Korea detected its first case at the same time as the UK and was slower off the mark than
Singapore and Hong Kong33. It was a large outbreak in a religious group that set alarm bells
ringing. It had vivid memories of the 2015 outbreak of Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS),
another Coronavirus with a 35% mortality. It urgently developed a large supply of tests. Its
success in rapidly controlling the large number of cases is attributed to “mass testing, real-time
tracking and self-isolation”. It also did real time phone tracking to track contacts.
Vietnam, which has a long border with China, adopted a strategy of checking everyone at airports,
entering a city, a government building or a shop34. They set up extensive testing making their own
kits. There were testing stations across the country. An entire street or village could be tested
when there was a case. They used targeted lockdowns of parts or even an entire city to control
spread. By the end of April there had been only 270 cases, no new cases for 12 days and no
deaths35. Vietnam depends on tourism and has suffered economically36.
29

What We Can Learn From Singapore, Taiwan and Hong Kong About Handling Coronavirus Time, 13 Mar 2020 https://bit.ly/3eE8SWN

30

COVID-19: Lessons from Singapore and how it handled SARS The World 2 March 2020 https://bit.ly/3ex975M

31

32

Coronavirus Singapore: Authorities clamp down amid resurgence of COVID-19 cases News.com.au 13 Apr 2020
https://bit.ly/3gy4rPe
Record 120 new coronavirus cases in Singapore, 2 foreign worker dormitories gazetted as isolation areas The Straits Times,
14 Apr 2020 https://bit.ly/2ZLTZNW
Test and trace: lessons from Hong Kong on avoiding a coronavirus lockdown. The Guardian, 18 April 2020 https://bit.ly/2TPTzlP

33

What the UK can learn from South Korea’s success with flattening the curve Independent, 9 April 2020 https://bit.ly/2XzUwzS

34

Vietnam has reported no coronavirus deaths – how? The Conversation 21 April 2020 https://bit.ly/3cjXRZn

35

Vietnam has reported no new coronavirus cases for 12 days. Why? The Sydney Morning Herald 29 April 2020 https://bit.ly/36CIhXt

36

Vietnam crushed the coronavirus outbreak, but now faces severe economic test The Guardian 6 May 2020 https://bit.ly/3gxN2Gf
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New Zealand like Australia is an island with borders that can be closed. Of the Western countries
it has been the most successful37. It accepted the science and responded accordingly. On 13
March it instituted one of “the earliest and toughest self-isolation measures in the world, which, a
week later, would lead to a complete lockdown.” The country went hard and early. This contrasts
with countries which "have had difficult relationships with their science community in recent
times".
A defining feature of its response has been Prime Minister Ardern’s charisma38. Her empathy for
her fellow citizens is unique. She stands with them. She accepts the real situation, discusses it
openly and “her messages are clear, consistent, and somehow simultaneously sobering and
soothing”. It “offered a model response of empathy, clarity and trust in science”. She is
everything that other current Western leaders are not.
All of these successful countries have had effective leaders who have accepted the science,
understood what they were dealing with and acted. In addition, all of them whether authoritative or
charismatic were able to engage their citizens, explain what was happening and motivate them to
identify with and do what was required.

3.6 Coronavirus examples: Japan, India and Germany
Japan is an interesting example because from January to March its incidence was low in spite of a
low key and mixed message response39. It was suggested this was because of bowing rather than
shaking hands and because masks were common. Bars and shops remained crowded. But
“overconfidence in these practices, and the ongoing lack of firm direction from Abe's Government,
may have lulled many Japanese into a false sense of security”.
In April40 “a new surge in confirmed coronavirus cases forced Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to
declare a state of emergency”. He encouraged governors of other prefectures to call “for diligent
social distancing, banning large gatherings, requisitioning land and buildings for use as
hospitals, and asking residents to shelter at home”.
Kerala is another interesting example: India has responded with a lockdown that has created a
crisis. The state of Kerala in southern India has responded differently41. They identified the
problem and actively pursued cases. They returned them to their local villages and the care of local
village councils. Here they self-isolated from their families but were not alone.
Accommodation was found for them and the village rallied around to supply food and support.
Even stranded visitors were taken in and treated in the same way. It has done much better than
the rest of India.

37

Coronavirus: How New Zealand relied on science and empathy BBC News 20 April 2020 https://bbc.in/2TOZIig

38

New Zealand’s Prime Minister May Be the Most Effective Leader on the Planet The Atlantic, 19 April 2020 https://bit.ly/3erau6f

39

How Shinzo Abe has fumbled Japan's coronavirus response ABC News, 27 April 2020 https://ab.co/2B70qRm

b.
40
41

Japan’s coronavirus response is too little, too late The Washington Post 11 April 2020 https://wapo.st/2Mb3iyS
What Japan Can Teach the World About the Pandemic Time 9 April 2020 https://time.com/5818228/japan-coronavirus-response/
Coronavirus: How India's Kerala state 'flattened the curve' BBC News 16 April 2020 https://bbc.in/3c81dyd
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Germany is interesting because of its initial low mortality in the face of a high incidence of
coronavirus42. Contrast this with Italy and Spain. Its population is younger than those in the badly
hit areas in Italy and Spain. It was also well prepared with a “solid and publicly funded German
health system (that) is also credited for Germany’s relatively low death rate. There are over
28,000 intensive care beds with sufficient respirators available at German hospitals, more than
in most other parts of the world”.
Merkel introduced very strong isolation policies and restrictions. When these were flouted there
were warnings and strong enforcement. Personal rights were breached but the Prime Minister
forcefully explained the seriousness of the situation and the need for this. Merkel gave the strong
leadership so lacking in the USA.
But there was strong resistance in the German population and among leaders in the states who
took control. Relaxation of restrictions occurred early and erratically. The indications are that the
number of cases is rising quickly and there are more deaths.

42

How Germany is managing its coronavirus epidemic, and reacting with disdain to Trump’s policies The Conversation,
31 March 2020 https://bit.ly/2zFZYJA
Coronavirus: Germany brings in unprecedented restrictions on public life dw.com, 16 March 2020 https://bit.ly/2XbfF4e
Coronavirus: Germany infection rate rises as lockdown eases BBC News 10 May 2020 https://bbc.in/3dhPcru
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4 Coronavirus in Australia
Background: While less extreme Australia’s political and social systems have closely followed the
USA and the UK. Both parties have adopted free market/neoliberal policies whose promises have
not been met and that have failed citizens. Citizens are disillusioned by deception, a lack of
transparency and meaningless sound grabs. Truth decay has made us a part of the post-truth era
and at high risk of populism. These policies and their impact on society are now strongly criticised
and alternatives are being sought.
Australia, like the USA has a long history of conflict with the medical profession and there is a
legacy of mistrust. When the Howard government attempted to forcefully introduce the sort of
contracts that had undermined and destroyed the integrity of the US Health system in 1998, the
medical profession took on the government and was vilified by them. There was a bitter dispute
which the profession won. Relationships have remained uncomfortable and distrustful43 making us
vulnerable.
Our political parties are fractured by factionalism and revolving leadership as factions fight for
control of their own party. Neither party is trusted by the electorate.
Our Prime Minister’s background is in tourism and marketing - creating positive images of our
country. He has displayed an ability to present many faces and play different roles in different
situations.
He was elected as the compromise leader after a factional revolt against Turnbull. On the
Neoliberal Menzies Research Centre’s web site he is listed with Howard and Abbott, the principle
architects of our free market neoliberal policies.
Morrison has a history of inept statements. When shadow minister for immigration in 2011 he
criticizing Gillard’s decision to show compassion to the relatives of asylum seekers who died
coming to Australia. He might well have fanned prejudice by suggesting that antisocial behaviour
was an issue with those holding bridging visas. He was responsible for the newly elected Abbott
government’s ‘Operation Sovereign Borders’ which took a strong and harsh approach to migrants
fleeing persecution. He was aggressive in defense of these policies and renowned for the lack of
transparency displayed.
In November 2014, the Australian Human Rights Commission44 delivered a report to the
Government which found that Morrison failed in his responsibility to act in the best interests of
children in detention during his time as Minister.
He became Minister for Social Services in December 2014 when aged care was transferred to that
portfolio. The lack of transparency and aggressiveness continued. Opposition minister Jenny
Macklin indicated that "Scott Morrison was appointed to clean up Kevin Andrew’s mess but left
behind more chaos, confusion and cuts". It was during this period that the free market Aged Care
Roadmap was introduced and regulation drastically cut under the guise of reducing red tape.
During that period there was rapid deterioration in an already flawed aged care system.
He became treasurer in the Turnbull government. He pursued an aggressive neoliberal approach
to the economy and his rejection of climate science was exemplified when he brought a piece of
coal into parliament when defending the industry.
43

Government has had long enough Australian Medical Association 3 Dec 2019 https://bit.ly/3ck0Lgn

44

Australian Human Rights Commission - report, Nov 2014: https://humanrights.gov.au/
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Deeply religious, he strongly opposed same sex marriage and tried to prevent discussion of nontraditional marriage in schools. He has been unsympathetic to raising the Newstart allowance
instead giving “tax relief to people who are working and paying taxes” - a reminder of the Howard
government’s attitude to ‘dole bludgers’.
As Prime Minister he immediately presented a more benign and less confrontational image but
continued to use free market sound grabs. He presented well and appealed to his followers, but
lacked warmth. It was what he said rather than how he said it that was worrying.
He has supported Donald Trump for example by controversially recognising West Jerusalem as
the capital of Israel with the intention of eventually moving Australia’s embassy from Tel Aviv to
West Jerusalem.
During the devastating Australian bushfires he upset citizens by taking an overseas family holiday
and eventually apologised. He was not welcomed when he visited the communities affected.

4.1 Australia’s response to Coronavirus
Warnings: Bill Gates warnings were published in Australia in March45 and again in November46 b
2018. Australia should have been aware of the many pandemics as it was a part of many of
them47. A recent Review in Victoria commented

“Victoria has a long history with epidemics and pandemics. Smallpox
outbreaks that decimated Indigenous populations during early settlement
were followed by frequent epidemics in nineteenth-century Melbourne, the
1891 ‘Russian flu’, 1919 ‘Spanish flu’ and 1957 ‘Asian flu’ pandemics, the 1937
polio and 1980s-90s HIV/AIDS crises, and ‘Swine flu’ in 2009. Particular
attention is paid in this paper to the 1919 Spanish flu, the episode with which
COVID-19 is most frequently being compared”

There was extensive publicity about the SARS and MERS threats and preparations would have
been made to respond. Yet we were caught off balance and there were many comments claiming
that this was unpredictable and we were facing a situation we could not have predicted. Like the
USA and the UK we were not prepared for anything like this. It was predictable and we should
have been. Wikipedia has a timeline and large number of charts showing what happened in
Australia48. A paper by Duckett49 and Stobart examining what worked and where we went wrong in
Australia on 4th June has reached similar conclusions to ours.
A bumbling response: The first case in Australia was reported ion 25th January and all of the
early cases came from abroad.

45

46

47

48
49

Bill and Melinda Gates think a weaponised disease may be the biggest threat to humanity -- here's how worried you should be
Business Insider Australia, 13 Mar 2018 https://www.businessinsider.com.au/pandemic-risk-to-humanity-v2-2017-9
Bill Gates thinks a coming disease could kill 30 million people within 6 months -- and says we should prepare for it as we do for
war Business Insider Australia, 29 Nov 2018 https://bit.ly/2ZOuXxx
Epidemics and pandemics in Victoria: Historical perspectives Department of Parliamentary Services Victoria Research Paper No. 1,
May 2020 https://apo.org.au/sites/default/files/resource-files/2020-05/apo-nid303897.pdf
COVID-19 pandemic in Australia Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_pandemic_in_Australia
Duckett S and Stobart A 4 ways Australia's coronavirus response was a triumph, and 4 ways it fell short The Conversation 4 June 2020
https://theconversation.com/4-ways-australias-coronavirus-response-was-a-triumph-and-4-ways-it-fell-short-139845
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Australia like New Zealand is an island and can control its borders, but in every other way it looked
and behaved like those countries that had failed. It closed off its borders early but was otherwise
slow off the mark. The Saturday Paper indicated:

Australia’s slow reaction is all the more unforgiveable because we were
granted, largely due to good luck and geographic isolation, the luxury of time
to watch and learn. But we were slow learners. Now, the spread of the
disease is showing up deficiencies in our short-term response as well as preexisting shortcomings in Australia’s health system.
Source: What Morrison did wrong on coronavirus The Saturday Paper 21 March 2020
https://bit.ly/2XlP4BS

An infectious disease expert commented:

“They were warned 12 weeks ago by WHO [the World Health Organization]
and others what was coming. They did not accumulate test kits. They did not
accumulate the necessary emergency equipment. They did not undertake a
public education campaign. They gave no money to science, no money to
research, no money to the International Vaccine Institute, no money to WHO.
They diligently did not do anything useful.”

As with other similar leaders Morrison’s initial response was underwhelming and his grasp on
issues poor. He seemed to think that closing borders was all that was needed.
At a press meeting on 27 February he indicated:

“… There is no need for us to be moving towards not having mass gatherings
of people. You can still go to the football, you can still go to the cricket - - - - You can do all of these things because Australia has acted quickly.”
The necessary changes were introduced slowly and incrementally and his messages were
confusing50. The most glaring example of his ineptitude was when the decision that mass
gatherings were to be banned was announced.
Instead of encouraging people to stay away he urged them to seize the opportunity to go to the
footy before the bans came in saying he intended to do it himself. He had clearly not grasped the
enormity of the threat and this undermined policy. His subsequent presentations were confusing
and not persuasive.
Australian states take control: When the number of cases started increasing rapidly state
premiers took advice and stepped in. They clearly intended to take the matter into their own
hands. Morrison responded by establishing a national cabinet meeting daily with the premiers.
The premiers then took charge of the process. The NSW and Victorian Premiers who had the
largest number of cases gave daily conferences which were clear and motivating. There was total
transparency and the community were motivated to engage and cooperate. Australia responded
with an aggressive lockdown and citizens responded very well. States instituted intensive tracing
and isolation of contacts. Adjacent states closed off their borders to prevent spread from NSW
and Victoria and to protect their indigenous communities from infection.

50

It's not working: Scott Morrison's late-night coronavirus messages only sow confusion The Guardian,
25 March 2020 https://bit.ly/3eviOlr
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By far the largest number of cases came from Australian citizens returning home and from cruise
ships. After a massive blunder with the Ruby Princess by authorities in NSW. Disembarking
passengers spread across Australia taking the virus with them. After that cruise ships were
prevented from disembarking and strict isolation in hotels was imposed on all those entering
Australia from elsewhere. Contacts from the Ruby Princess were traced and tested. The situation
was contained but pockets of asymptomatic cases remain and the number of community-acquired
cases has steadily increased.
The curve has been flattened and contained but isolated pockets where multiple infections develop
have started to occur. States have rushed to trace test and isolate.
Meanwhile the Prime Minister has agreed to abandon his economic agenda and fund the economic
pain created by the pandemic. He has used his marketing skills to capitalize on this. He has
praised the cooperation by the community and participated in the success. His popularity has
recovered and increased.
More recently he has been at the forefront in pushing for relaxation of restrictions and returning to
some sort of normality - even as the premiers stressed the need for caution and there were
warnings of a second wave.
More blunders: Trump, was in the midst of a trade war with China. He was insanely attacking
China, claiming it had released the virus from a laboratory and had been hiding facts. Morrison
then shot Australia in the foot. He joined in the foray by aggressively demanding an independent
international investigation.
Not surprisingly China responded to what it saw as support for Trump by exploiting our trade
dependence and current economic vulnerability. It imposed tariffs on several of the products of
industries that depended on exporting to China creating considerable hardship for them. While
clearly a thorough and open inquiry into the origins of the pandemic is required this was not the
time or the manner to be leading that charge and then claiming credit for it.
The ineptitude was also revealed when he intruded into the debate about isolation in nursing
homes. We will address this later.
The country is now quite rapidly returning to work and reducing isolation and lockdown. Sporadic
cases and clusters are still appearing and it remains to be seen whether we will get a second
wave. Northern and Western states are resisting pressure from Morrison, southern states and
their own tourist operators to reopen their borders. The prospect of the annual wave of grey
nomads from NSW and Victoria fleeing winter and taking the virus with them into our remote
aboriginal communities is too great.
Unbelievable bungling in Victoria Update 3 July 2020: As the committee will be aware, there
has been a massive bungle in Victoria too. The second wave has exploded with large numbers of
suburbs in Melbourne in full lock down.
It appears that private contractors hired to supervise hotels where arrivals from overseas were in
quarantine and ensure they remained isolated, were not wearing protective gear and were
fraternising with those in quarantine, some of whom tested positive. There are accounts indicating
that they did not social distance among themselves51.
Even more surprising has been the revelation that those in quarantine could refuse to be re-tested
before they returned to the community, so if they had developed the disease and hid the symptoms
51

How Victoria's coronavirus quarantine system has potentially left other states vulnerable, ABC News, 4 Jul 2020, https://ab.co/38uMHAG
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or were still asymptomatic, they were able to return to the community and spread the disease - or
as happened with the Ruby Princess continue their journey and spread it to other states in
Australia.
Even more troubling, Queensland has just uncovered a case after weeks of no cases. This man
tested positive on arrival in Australia but was released after 14 days in quarantine and allowed to
fly to Queensland where he presented and was tested. To date, authorities have been unable to
provide data showing that he had tested and was free of disease when he left quarantine and flew
to Queensland. This has still to be confirmed.
These employees, many with extended families (suggesting they came from ethnic or immigrant
groups) became infected and took this home52. They failed to isolate and distance and went to
large family gatherings. By the time the first symptomatic cases were detected, it had spread
widely and the opportunity to control it had been lost. Victoria is now scrambling to recover the
situation.
It would be a mistake to simply blame the businesses contracted to do this. It is important to
consider how this situation came about.
During the 1990s Australia adopted a new global belief in free markets and in minimal regulation
by small government. Over the subsequent years, thousands of bureaucrats lost their jobs and
skilled career bureaucrats were replaced by political appointees who did not have the skills. When
skills were needed this was contracted to the market and it was those with market skills, rather
than professional skills, who were selected.
The role of the bureaucracy became to follow due processes and manage contracts usually
awarding it to the cheapest – or perhaps those they already worked with or who were run by
credible people like previous politicians. This is not the sort of place that people with skills and
mission find rewarding. It attracted people who wanted to be important. The object came to do
everything that was required by regulation efficiently. This is the consequence of what critics have
called ‘managerialism’.
The consequences are readily apparent in the management of the outbreak in Newmarch House
aged care home in Sydney. Both federal and state health departments developed a ‘policy’, a set
of processes to be followed for COVID-19 and both were involved in telling Newmarch what it
needed to do and keeping to policy. That this was not only misguided but that it impeded a
sensible response as the situation unfolded, seems obvious in retrospect but it is not
acknowledged. We describe the blunders and mistakes later in this submission.
As in Victoria, staff were sought through Mable, a recruitment business in which COTA had an
interest and a contract with Aspen Medical to provide services. Aspen has been contracted to
supply medical services to government bodies, the army and projects across the world. A past
Health Minister was on its board.

52

How hotel quarantine let COVID-19 out of the bag in Victoria, The Age, 3 July 2020,
https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/how-hotel-quarantine-let-covid-19-out-of-the-bag-in-victoria-20200703-p558og.html
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Businesses like this respond to each contract by calling in, or recruiting transitory staff and/or
subcontracting. These are often not the dedicated highly skilled career people that we expect to
find in hospitals. They do not have the same commitment or sense of responsibility. This is the
business model that succeeds in this sort of contract. Any other would be inefficient and more
costly. Without more information, it is difficult to pin point exactly how much of this was
responsible.
We strongly suspect that this is exactly what happened with the isolation of new arrivals from
overseas in hotels in Melbourne. Either the bureaucracy did not have the staff to oversee it and
address the problem, or they lacked the skills needed to recognise it.
Clearly we don’t have all the evidence, but we can draw the Committee’s attention to it and ask
them to think about this to see if this is what happened as they investigate.
It is easy to blame the company and the staff so that the real causes are not addressed. It soon
happens again somewhere else. It is much more difficult to examine and discover that well
established practices that have been the basis of policy and perceived success for well over 20
years are actually deeply flawed. It is even more difficult to risk one’s credibility by saying so – and
then make real changes across the whole country.
As explained, there are many other examples of policy ineptitude that are undermining western
society and western civilisation.
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5 COVID-19 and nursing homes
5.1 international experience
The aged are the most vulnerable in society and have the highest death rate. Nursing homes
contain our most vulnerable and their care requires close personal contact. The majority of carers
come into close contact. They are less skilled and poorly equipped for the task of controlling
infection. When epidemics have got out of hand infection has spread rapidly in nursing homes with
devastating effect. Available estimates are that about half of all deaths in Europe have been in
nursing home residents but the true numbers in many countries are unreported.
In most western countries, the provision of aged care has been marketised using a free market
model. A sector which has traditionally been the province of non-profit, church and community
providers and driven by humanitarian religious and community values, has been turned into a free
market motivated by market values. Non-profit providers have had no choice but to compete in the
same ways. Competition and market efficiencies create perverse incentives to be profitable and
survive, regardless of the consequences for care. The largest cost is nursing staff.
In all countries, these pressures have seen skilled and more costly nursing staff replaced with less
skilled and underpaid care assistants. The underpaid sector and hard work are unappealing and
too often the wrong sort of people in need of jobs are recruited. Many are migrants from other
countries. There is unhappiness about the adverse consequences for care in most of these
western countries. The extent to which residents in Australia are neglected has recently been
exposed by a Royal Commission in Australia.

5.1.1 The USA - - - A vulnerable sector
Like other countries, commercial pressures have over many years undermined staffing and care
but with a wide variation. For-profit ownership but particularly private equity, share market
companies, and the size of corporate owners all had poorer staffing and more failures in care.
There were major concerns about care long before the pandemic. The majority were Nursing Aids
(equivalent to Australia’s Personal Care Workers) and poorly skilled. Many were already struggling
to cope and ill prepared.
US nursing homes were particularly vulnerable. Resident acuity was increasing. The situation
was already deteriorating. The incidence of abuse in nursing homes had doubled between 2013
and 201753. It was a disaster waiting to happen and the virus rapidly spread into and killed
millions.
The Washington Post described nursing homes as the perfect killing machine54. It described the
shortage of basic supplies, the risks of spread posed by staff who often work for multiple different
facilities moving between them. It describes failures in care.
By 1st May 2020, nearly 97,000 residents and staff from 5,700 nursing homes and long-term care
facilities had tested positive55. More than 16,000 had died.
53
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The Crisis Raging Inside America¹s Nursing Homes. Barron's Financial and Investment News, 24 April 2020 https://bit.ly/3cl9MXB
Coronavirus cases surge at nursing homes as workers battle ‘almost perfect killing machine’ The Washingtom Post, 22 March 2020
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/03/21/nursing-home-coronavirus-deaths/
‘Our patients are dropping like flies’: 16,000 dead from COVID-19 in U.S. nursing homes USA Today, 1 May 2020
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The New York Times56 described how strong lobbying and Trumps close association with an
industry lobbyist and donor had led him to relax “regulations governing America’s nursing homes,
including rules meant to curb deadly infections among elderly residents”.
The New York Post57 indicated that “For decades, most nursing homes have been seriously
understaffed”. In addition “too many nursing-home operators have a long history of bad
behavior”. State regulators too had been understaffed. They had been lax in their oversight. It
blamed “The longstanding weakness of the state’s enforcement”, partly on industry lobbying and
partly on the fact that nursing homes are usually not on the public’s agenda.
Senator Grassley (US Committee on Finance) is a veteran of many inquiries exposing health and
aged care failures. He wrote to the Centre for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) on 17 April
2020 urging action because he was troubled by the plight of residents58.
He said:

“… It is also concerning that nearly two-thirds of the nation’s nursing homes
were cited for infection control failures in the recent past. Such factors
underscore the importance of encouraging coronavirus testing and
compliance with CDC guidelines for reducing COVID-19 transmission in these
facilities. It also is important to ensure that any Medicaid and Medicarefunded facilities accepting COVID-19 patients have adequate staffing,
equipment, and other necessary safeguards in place.
---------------------A third challenge is that many long-term care facilities are short on the
personal protective equipment that helps prevent COVID-19 transmission
among employees …”

A speaker at a webinar59 describing what happened in Maryland described the large number of
asymptomatic cases they encountered when testing and blamed their failure to control spread on
infected but asymptomatic nursing staff. They had too few kits and could not test them.
A limited review of protective equipment 60 in May 2020 suggested a “tremendous need for PPE
among health-care organisations throughout the USA during the COVID-19 pandemic”.

5.1.2 The UK - an aged care system under stress
Aged care in the UK has been under stress for many years. Private equity has been a major
problem. Some have extracted their profits and then departed leaving the company vulnerable.
The UK’s largest nursing home group Southern Cross collapsed soon after the U.S. private equity
firm Blackstone sold it61. A second private equity group Four Seasons has also been problematic.
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Grassley seeks details of federal response to Coronavirus in nursing homes, US Senate Committee on Finance, 17 April 2020, https://
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Keeping Nursing Home Residents and Staff Safe in the Era of COVID-19: A Webinar - National Academies of Sciences 22 April 2020
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We examined the many problems with private equity in the UK, the USA and Australia in 201562.
Since then Four Seasons has gone under.
Another massive private operator HC-One has entered the sector63. It operates about 350 homes
and there have been “311 deaths from confirmed or suspected Covid-19, with outbreaks in two
thirds of its homes”.
The Telegraph indicates64 that “HC-One is at the centre of concerns over mounting levels of debt
in the social care sector impacted by Coronavirus”.
A study from the London School of Economics is reported as showing that care home deaths due
to the virus may account for about half of the total death toll in Italy, Spain, France, Ireland and
Belgium. It was present in about one third of Scotland’s care homes. Staff were claiming that “they
are left without protective equipment, they can’t find it, or testing even if they request it, it’s not
always given to them. They haven’t got the staff they need - - - - and they feel that the NHS has
kind of left them in the lurch”.
BUPA has a poor record in the UK and Scotland and sold at least half of its nursing homes to HCONE. It is also a major problem in Australia where deficiencies have been found in half its nursing
homes. It has recently been fined by the Federal Court after the Australian Competition &
Consumer Commission found it had made “misleading representations and wrongly accepting
payments for extra services not provided or only provided in part to residents at 20 aged care
homes”65.
These financial pressures have had a profound effect on the care provided. There have been
multiple failures in care in the UK and a Panorama program some years ago exposed what was
happening. Many have been very critical. In 2015/16 we reviewed the problems in aged care in
the UK66. An editorial in the Lancet asks “What has happened to the litany of issues, campaigns,
and debates we were engaged in before this coronavirus struck?” It indicates “we are facing an
acute-on-chronic health emergency. This coronavirus is exploiting and accentuating existing
health crises worldwide. Health systems are under pressure, political leadership has been tested
and found wanting”. This was a problem waiting to happen.

5.1.3 Canada and aged care
Canada is particularly revealing of the problem for nursing homes because, depending on the
source, figures between 62 and 82% of Coronavirus deaths were found to be in nursing homes.
In April The Globe and Mail67 described why the aged care system is so vulnerable and why “The
new coronavirus has a predilection for older adults and those with chronic conditions, resulting
in a stunning case-fatality rate of 33.7 per cent among nursing-home residents”. It stressed the
existing issue of chronic understaffing, which made even the provision of basic care a challenge.
They “are overwhelmingly immigrant women who are paid far less many are employed parttime without access to flexible and paid sick leave, making staying at home while ill a challenge”.
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In May 2020 The Star68 reported that 82 % of deaths had been in long term care. It indicated:

Last fall, the National Institute on Aging warned long term care homes were
plagued by conditions that increased the risk of spreading infections: people
living in close quarters in residences faced with chronic shortages of staff,
with little space or ability to enforce proper physical distancing measures,
where poorly paid employees often work on a part-time basis at multiple
facilities, increasing the risk.
This was well before the pandemic.
Also in May 2020 CTV News69 referred to a study “by the International Long-Term Care Policy
Network (ILTCPN) found that those who live in long-term care homes comprise 62 per cent of
Canada's COVID-19-related deaths – the highest share in any of the 13 countries it studied.”
This showed that “the real epicentre of this epidemic has been long-term care homes across the
country”. Deaths were “rising, even as the curve seems to be flattening outside the homes”. To
explain this they indicated that:

“Canada's senior-care sector has long struggled with underfunding and
neglect, leading to consequences that include workers being employed at
multiple homes and frequently moving between them, making it easier to
spread a virus from one facility to another”.
This is particularly interesting because British Columbia was infected early and recognized the
problem. “The province moved fast to protect those living and working in long-term care homes
long before COVID-19 took hold elsewhere in the country. It acted immediately and successfully.
The remainder of the country failed to do so”. They immediately stopped staff from working at
more than one facility and so spreading the virus. They had far fewer deaths than Ontario and
Quebec which were slower to take similar actions. Once again we saw inaction by leaders who
should have known better.
Tom Mulcair the leader of the New Democratic Party of Canada between 2012 and 2017, claimed
that much of the carnage could have been prevented70, particularly in Quebec where they were
very slow in addressing the problem of “health care personnel were working at more than one
facility, spreading the disease as they moved from site to site”. Many of them were poor
immigrants living in overcrowded suburbs. “Quebec knew about the problem and talked about it
constantly, but never formally adopted the rule. - - (there were)- - documented examples of
workers from highly-infected CHSLDs still being scheduled to work in other CHSLDs that had
been COVID free”.
MSN News71 also addressed this issue indicating that the coronavirus pandemic reveals “the weak
points of an elder care system that has long been recognized as failing, but never actually made
to succeed, until it was too late”.
People were dying “in some cases faster than their bodies could be removed. - - - - More than four
out of five deaths, or approximately 4,000, have been of seniors in long term care homes, plus
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significant numbers of staff”. In one nursing home in Montreal “was completely infected, with
every single resident and 148 workers testing positive”.
Troops, who were called in to help in nursing homes, were horrified by the standards of care they
found72. Because of the poor performance of for-profit providers, some in Canada are now talking
seriously about restricting the provision of aged care to government and nonprofit providers.
This frightening situation in Canada may seem irrelevant to us in Australia. But we have lower staff
levels than in Canada. Most of our nursing staff are also low paid carers. Many of them are
migrants or visa holders. We too, use many agency staff who move from home to home. The poor
staffing and neglect in our nursing homes has just been exposed by the Royal Commission. This
might have been us.
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6 Australian nursing homes - a lucky escape
Australia unprepared: Australia has many of these same problems and this has been confirmed
by the Royal Commission. Staffing levels and skills have been falling since the early 1990s. We
have described the many failures of our aged care system to the many past inquiries in aged care.
In Appendix 1 we have placed charts from some of our submissions. These show how our staffing
levels and skills have deteriorated in the last 20 years, and how poorly our staffing levels compare
with the USA and Canada. The Royal Commission’s own commissioned report has confirmed this
and a paper has been published73.
Industry, government and the previous accreditation agency have insisted that ownership has no
impact on care. That it had a significant impact had been demonstrated in Australia in the 1980s
and 1990’s. Multiple studies in the USA and elsewhere have confirmed that both poor staffing and
failures in care are related to the owners drive for profit. The limited data available suggests that
this is still true in Australia. The charts illustrate this.
The charts also reveal just how poor regulation has actually been in Australia when compared with
the USA and how it has masked our failings and fueled misconceptions.
The data indicates that Australia was in a worse position to combat coronavirus than any of the
other countries.
Update 3 July 2020: A recent editorial74 by Professor Ibrahim, a geriatrician who has been
researching our aged care system and identifying its problems, explains why we were really so
lucky in escaping the first wave of the pandemic. He too blames the way the system has been
governed, the way the workforce has declined and deskilled, the deficiencies in the model of care,
the lack of data on which to base decisions and the lack of resources to address the pandemic.

6.1 Coronavirus and Australian nursing homes
Australia has not been tracking and reporting on the incidence of Coronavirus in nursing homes. A
number of staff have been infected without subsequent infection of residents. We know of three
where one resident only was reported, another with two and Opal Care Bankstown is reported as
having four. Some countries have concealed the true incidence but we do not know if that has
happened here.
There are two significant outbreaks: Dorothy Henderson Lodge and Newmarch House.
Undoubtedly our low incidence is because the vast majority of our cases have come from people
entering the country. They were easily tracked and their contacts isolated. Community spread
came much later and by then we were acutely aware of the risks to aged care. States regulators
were actively watching, nursing homes themselves were aware and many had banned visitors.
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Not surprisingly the neoliberal Menzies Research Centre75 and some in the industry76 have used
this in an attempt to claim excellence, deny the failures revealed by ABC Four Corners and
discredit the findings of the Royal Commission. Everyone rallied around and did their best, but
this was not the main reason we were spared.
As in other countries there has been a lack of personal protective equipment (PPE). There have
been complaints about this from the disability sector where a report found that “There is an urgent
lack of personal protective equipment (PPE) being supplied to staff and clients, and many
workers feel their organisation’s safety protocols have been inadequate in the context of COVID19”. Staff felt they were at risk and that the sector was being overlooked.

6.1.1 Dorothy Henderson Lodge
It is easy to criticize in hindsight, particularly when the serious infections occurred early and the
spread was contained quite early and effectively by international comparisons. But this was our
first cluster and because of this, what was done was accepted and applied to Newmarch House
where it failed badly. We need to see where mistakes were made in order to learn from them.
Source: The alarm was raised at this BaptistCare home when a care worker tested positive early
in March, although he may not have been the source as two residents were in hospital with
respiratory symptoms and both tested positive and later died77. There was a cluster of cases in
Ryde and quite close contact with the Ryde hospital where a doctor had tested positive. Patients
went both ways.
Response: BaptistCare responded rapidly with testing and isolation. By May when it was all over,
16 residents and 5 staff had been infected with 6 deaths – a 50% mortality in residents.
BaptistCare had trouble with adequate staffing - some going into quarantine78. Others became
frightened so did not come to work. BaptistCare rapidly brought in staff from other facilities and
used a commercial company Healthcare Australia79 to find them additional staff.
Healthcare Australia finds jobs in health and aged care for staff and also runs online courses.
Providers use them to find staff and to train their staff. One wonders just how skilled these staff
were.
Who was in charge: It is interesting that the public face of this was BaptistCare CEO, Ross Low.
He spoke about the company’s learnings from the outbreak at a seminar run by industry body
Aged and Community Services Australia. He qualified with a B.Com and has been a manager and
financial officer ever since. One wonders what his qualification for addressing and lecturing others
was. Was the medical profession involved and was this what they actually thought and wanted –
or was it a public relations exercise.
Staffing and resources: CEO Low admitted the lack of experience and training of staff who
became infected themselves because “they had not been wearing full PPE”. They had not even
been wearing glasses or goggles and this is an infection spread by droplets. They had to be told
what coronavirus is, how it will affect them.
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Testing: NSW Health were clearly involved early. NSW Chief Health Officer later said80 “As soon
as this information was discovered, NSW Health personnel attended the facility”. They were
“working closely with the NSW Health”. By 4th March they had tested 13 patients81 – but why did
they stop there? Were testing kits not available? This was very urgent.
Incredibly, it was over two weeks before “NSW Health tested all residents at the lodge to produce
perhaps the biggest lesson of that outbreak. Four of the residents who tested positive had no
symptoms and some never developed symptoms at all”. Why the surprise. This is why infectious
diseases can sometimes be so difficult to control. We learn that they engaged “a senior infection
control specialist at the start.” Who was he and was his advice followed by BaptistCare and NSW
Health? This was predictable and others were ahead of us. Had anyone studied this carefully? It
was worse but not really different.
Quality of new staff: As worrying is that “BaptistCare is training hospitality staff who have lost
their jobs to perform “lower level” activities within both residential and home care services.
These staff receive training of one day of screening, one day of training, and then a buddying day
within a facility (not DHL).”
Industry representative group LASA (Leading Age Services Australia) too, was calling for students,
visa holders and those who are not fully qualified to be recruited82. Surely bringing in more
unskilled staff will increase the risks of cross infection? More skilled staff are required if cross
infection is to be avoided and they have been in hospitals waiting.
Comparing with the USA: HelloCare compared Dorothy Henderson with the Life Care Center in
the USA which was even less prepared and where 129 people tested positive. Sixty three percent
were residents. They learnt from their failures. But the real lesson from that was that nursing
homes are no place for people with deadly infections because they are not equipped to deal with
that. Hospitals in the USA were overloaded and this was triaging. Recovering residents were sent
back to nursing homes even while still needing isolation.
We were anticipating a pandemic in Australia. Our hospitals and their skills were waiting. Why
were they not used and why did they not bring in these skilled staff, rather than untrained
hospitality staff to help and advise?
Those infected needed to be moved out rapidly and so should all of their contacts. This is not
about what individuals and families want but what the protection of others demanded. They were
allowed to choose.
Physical structure: We learn that Dorothy Henderson is broken into 6 wings which makes
isolation of residents and staff contacts much easier – a more likely reason for containment.
Spread had already occurred between them, but we do not know if this was taken advantage of by
isolating all affected residents and contacts into just one wing.
The errors made went much further than this. BaptistCare became the authority and NSW Heath
and Newmarch House followed their advice with disastrous results.
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The power of belief, forcefulness and authority: Industry bodies like LASA and ACSA (Aged &
Community Services Australia) have made claims that aged care providers are experienced in
disease control measures when it is clear that their staff do not have the skills and this is not so. It
is one of the common failures. It would be bad enough if they were being dishonest but they see
nothing wrong with this because it is part of established industry discourse and they believe it
themselves.

6.1.2 Newmarch House
Infectivity: Soon after the first cases were reported at Dorothy Henderson, a nurse worked four
shifts at Newmarch House in Sydney with mild symptoms before being tested83. Within a few days,
six staff and four residents tested positive. Providers are not experienced in infection control when
their staff do not understand the significance of what they are doing and have not been briefed
when there are threats.
The infectivity of the virus and the inability of the sector to address anything like this soon became
apparent. The first tests were done on 11 April. Within 12 days, 41 were infected and three were
dead84. Five days later 54 were infected, 20 staff and 34 residents85. Eleven residents were dead a 32% mortality rate. Five people died within the next 24 hours, the next day 66 were infected
including 37 residents86. Sixteen (43%) were dead. Sixty staff were either infected or isolating so
there was a staffing crisis.
Blunder after blunder: Anglicare’s CEO described this as unprecedented, but there was nothing
unprecedented about it because it had been happening in Europe, the USA and Canada. He also
described Newmarch House as a pseudo-hospital87. This was accurate because it was not a
hospital and not staffed, trained or equipped to be a hospital. It was not closed down. The
residents who were infected were not moved to hospital. Those contacts who were not infected
were not moved to a facility that was properly staffed by skilled nurses who would not infect each
other and their patients.
Australia’s health system had been preparing for a pandemic but when it occurred, the resources
were not used. Instead the patients were left in a facility which was not equipped.
We have a flying doctors service that transports patients thousands of kilometers from the outback
to our metropolitan hospitals, yet these patients were not moved down the road. For 20 years
industry and government have been insisting that nursing homes are not hospitals. How could
they see something like this as acceptable – yet clearly they did?

This is another graphic illustration of something very disturbing that has been
happening repeatedly in western democracies for at least 40 years. As with
this pandemic, warnings about it were ignored and critics were discredited.
This is what we should be investigating and addressing, yet every inquiry has
carefully avoided doing so.
Only those who wanted to be transferred to hospital were. Those residents with end of life plans
and families who did not want them to die in hospital were allowed to stay there. These were not
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normal times. That this was allowed to happen shows an absence of critical thinking at the highest
level in the company, in NSW Health, in the federal government and in the professionals who
thought this was acceptable.
Infections continue: By 2nd May, two more staff were infected88. Nepean Hospital was providing
specialist backup and a nurse practitioner and a doctor were attending daily. In addition, support
was “being provided by the Commonwealth and NSW Governments and by the Aged Care sector
more broadly”.
NSW Health finally realised that infection control was poor. The minister acknowledged that “some
staff may not have known how to properly use personal protective equipment (PPE) - masks and
gowns”. NSW Health had “deployed two infection control nurses to the facility to review its
procedures”. Plans were belatedly made to test staff entering the facility daily.
Doing something: Families now realised89 that “it was now ‘abundantly clear’ that the facility
was not up to the task” and “They don’t know what the hell they are doing”. Desperate families
were “scrambling to rescue their loved ones”. Sixty residents were still testing negative and NSW
Health started making plans for them to “first endure a 14-day quarantine at a hospital ward or
family residence” and then move elsewhere. Anglicare agreed. While some might have seized
the opportunity, it is clear that most were not moved to a safe environment.
A biosecurity and infectious diseases expert admitted that “containing a virus like COVID-19 had
proven to be “notoriously hard” in aged-care homes”. NSW Minister for Health started the blame
game by saying “there had been breaches of health protocols” and making his “views very clear to
Anglicare”.
Like Dorothy Henderson Lodge, Newmarch House has separate wings, so infected cases, and
contacts could have been moved into one wing very early and nurses for each wing kept separate
from those in the other wings, an elementary precaution. This was not done until 4th May, more
than three weeks after the first positive test90. Daily testing of staff was finally commenced.
Residents continued to die and by the 5th May, 16 had died and three more staff had tested
positive91. The Labor party called on the Royal Commission to investigate92 .
NSW Health had been involved since the outset and by now, must have been aware of their own
culpability93. In defending what had happened, it was finally acknowledged “how terrible this virus
is”. We had been warned for years and this had been obvious to anyone who had been following
the global pandemic. NSW Chief Health Officer “cautioned against laying blame”.
A neighbour of Dorothy Hederson Lodge complained of the dumping of medical waste (personal
protective equipment) in his garden and The Australian drew attention to the NSW Health
Department’s ineptitude as revealed in the Ruby Princess affair94.
Finding a scapegoat: With public concerns about infection growing and community anger rising,
the federal minister sent in the Aged Care Quality and Safety Commission (ACQSC)95. When it
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was set up in July 2019, it was promoted as the ‘tough new cop on the beat’ that would address the
many problems.
Because of the pandemic, the ACQSC had already relaxed its regulatory regime in conducting onsite visits in March. It was only undertaking site visits in specific circumstances96. Another
announcement on 7 May97 indicated that residential site audits and home services audits had been
suspended. They were only undertaking site visits to aged care services when there were safety
risks. We wonder how many onsite visits the Commission took during this time?
The ACQSC claimed a “lack of suitable processes and systems in order to control transmission of
the virus”. It cited "an immediate and severe risk to the health, safety and wellbeing of care
recipients" and gave Anglicare 24 hours to agree to appoint an independent adviser98 .
Combined Pensioners and Superannuants Association (CPSA) of NSW pointed out that
Newmarch House had not previously had problems99. The ACQSC had intervened in the current
and ongoing crisis, sending in “a team experienced in managing COVID-19 in an Age Care
setting”. It had assisted in developing a framework for communicating with families and then
“resourced and delivered with a team of registered nurses”. These were all ineffective. ACQSC
then threatened Newmarch House with loss of accreditation. CPSA concluded that this “appears
to be a tactic by the ACQSC to divert attention from its own failings”. It called for COVID-19
positive residents to be sent to hospital.
The person appointed as independent adviser was Andrew Kinkade, the General Manager,
Residential Care from Catholic Healthcare100. Kinkade is a chartered accountant and solicitor.
Before joining Catholic Healthcare, he had worked in investment banking and private equity in
Sydney (Macquarie) and London. He then became COO and General Manager NSW at National
Home Doctor Service (NHDS).
One wonders what his medical qualifications are for dealing with a pandemic. It is difficult not to
conclude that the problem for those involved was not the care being given to residents. It was for
someone to manage the situation that had developed as a consequence of ineptitude - and the
reputational damage for all parties
Online magazine for aged care news and dementia, HelloCare, wrote a scathing assessment of
the situation101 referring to “one of the biggest tragedies in the history of the Australian aged care
sector”. Janet Anderson sent a statement to the unhappy residents and families explaining what
they were doing and so shifting the blame to Anglicare. HelloCare questioned Kinkade’s
qualifications commenting on his “less than three years of experience overseeing residential aged
care”. It hoped he was the right person for the job.
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Message from the Commissioner - COVID-19, ACQSC, 17 March 2020 https://bit.ly/36NK4cf
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Aged Care Quality Bulletin #17, May 7 2020 https://bit.ly/2Xkiz6M
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‘A positive step': Anglicare appoints independent adviser to Newmarch House SMH May 7, 2020 https://bit.ly/2Mcxw4E
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Newmarch House crisis must end: transfer COVID-19 positive residents to hospital CPSA May 2020 https://bit.ly/2zmmmqH
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Andrew Kinkade Catholic Healthcare https://www.catholichealthcare.com.au/about-us/leadership-team/gmrac/
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It’s Taken 16 Deaths At Newmarch For An Independent Advisor To Step In. HelloCare 8 May 2020 https://bit.ly/3eBwA6a
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The move “was even backed by NSW Premier Gladys Berejiklian who said that she was ‘relieved’
that the Commission had stepped in”. HelloCare pointed out that the Aged Care Quality and
Safety Commission (ACQSC) “has garnered a reputation for being a toothless tiger” and that “the
aged care industry is well aware that Australia’s aged care watchdog is definitely more bark
than bite”.
HelloCare expressed the same concerns as CPSA and suggested that “that threats of licence
revocation have been poorly timed because now is simply not the time to be beating Anglicare
Sydney over the head with a stick” - at a time when the staff needed support. We agree and feel
that this is another example of the recurrent ineptitude of the political agenda and of the erosion of
the civil service over the last 20 years.
Analysis: The Saturday Paper indicated102 that containment may have been possible but for “a
medley of errors at all levels that expose historic, systemic flaws in the nation’s aged-care
system”. They had spoken to staff and families who told of the panic and ineptitude.
They confirmed that it was “weeks after the first contact was confirmed that the notion of keeping
residents who tested positive to Covid-19 separate from the rest of the facility was entertained”.
In a comment the ANMF compared the response with that to the hospital outbreak in North West
Tasmania where the federal government sent in defense and “Australian medical assistance
teams”. It closed two hospitals. They described deficiencies in protective equipment across the
country.
Janet Anderson confirmed that the “health system is so well equipped” whereas aged care was
“chronically understaffed and under-resourced”. But in the face of evidence and ongoing
complaints about staffing, politicians, regulators and industry have been claiming a world-class
system. They have been denying staffing problems and refusing to act for 20 years. How can they
remain credible?
Writing in The Australian Sarah Holland-Batt, who gave evidence to the Royal Commission about
her family’s mistreatment, indicated that we had adequate warning of what could happen103 . “The
royal commission and countless inquiries that preceded it have laid bare the endemic issues
plaguing Australian aged care”. We knew we were not prepared.
She suggested that Anglicare may initially have rebuffed an offer of extra staffing by the federal
government but were later persuaded to accept them. Residents were “reporting failures of care:
meals were not being served, and showering and other basic needs were being neglected”.
The pressure on staffing is revealed by a resident who fell and was unable to get up and kept
pressing her room button for two hours before anyone came104. The family asked the police to
investigate.
Writing in The Australian, Angela Shanahan asks the central unanswered question in this whole
sorry saga105, “why the residents were not vacated from this facility and placed in isolation in
hospital as soon as the first case was diagnosed. We know most of the intensive care wards
around NSW are empty of COVID-19 patients”. As she indicates “The real underlying culprit is
the aged-care system itself”. It is not just Anglicare.
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The Newmarch House Covid-19 cluster The Saturday Paper May 9-15, 2020 https://bit.ly/2WDNFox
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Coronavirus: Aged care languishes in our harbours of neglect Sarah Holland-Batt, The Australian, 9 May 2020 https://bit.ly/2zPFr5c
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Anglicare points a finger at government: In an interview with Deborah Snow106 published in The
Sydney Morning, Herald Millard, the CEO of Anglicare, finally admitted that Newmarch “scrambled
desperately to overcome severe shortages of personal protective equipment (PPE) and find
enough expert nursing staff”. There was a desperate shortage of registered nurses. There was
confusion about responsibility between state and federal authorities. “Anglicare was very much in
the middle”.
He indicates that it was the state health department who made the decision to “preference caring
for the stricken residents in situ, rather than by way of transfer to hospital”. Their approach “was
to have a containment of the outbreak” using the “state's "hospital-in-the-home" program”. Only
seven were moved out of the home and only two of them died.
The state defended itself by indicating that this was based on “nationally agreed guidelines” that
there'll be "transfer [of] residents to hospital only if their condition warrants".
Had any of them looked at what was happening around the world? Millard indicated that it was
unrealistic to expect nursing homes to function like a hospital.
Millard blamed both governments. The governments both denied any responsibility and blamed
Anglicare. No one denied the failures.
New cases and deaths continued107. By the 19th May (38 days after the first case), there had been
71 testing positive, with 37 residents and 34 staff. There had been 19 deaths – a 51% mortality
rate among infected residents.
Radio interviews: Rick Morton gave an insightful radio interview on 11 May after the ACQSC took
action108. He described the parlous state of aged care. He had spoken to staff who described the
initial disbelief in management and then the panic that led to inappropriate action and delays in
infection control. Fear of the media was a stronger force than the needs of the residents.
A radio interview with Millard by Fran Kelly on 18 May 2020 was very revealing109 . He made no
attempt to deny what happened and admitted that patients should have been sent straight to
hospital. He was under instruction from NSW Health. The lessons of Dorothy Henderson were
being followed.
No one wants to address the likelihood that several lives could have been saved.
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The perfect storm: how COVID-19 unleashed chaos inside Newmarch House SMH 16 May 2020 https://bit.ly/2XgAKuk
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Newmarch House coronavirus fatalities hit 19 after 93yo woman dies ABC News 19 May 2020 https://ab.co/2TT3qay
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Inside the Newmarch cluster 7am radio Rick Morton https://7ampodcast.com.au/episodes/inside-the-newmarch-cluster
NewMarch Interview Fran Kelly, ABC, 18 May 2020 https://abcmedia.akamaized.net/rn/podcast/2020/05/bst_20200518_0735.mp3
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6.2 Other issues related to Coronavirus
The relationship between nursing homes, families and communities
The unhappiness of residents and their families featured prominently in many of the reports we
have referenced as well as many others. They had good reason to be unhappy. While many have
understood when they were barred from visiting family, others were very upset.
This was a terrible imposition for many who knew how poor staffing and care was. They filled in by
visiting and providing that care themselves. They knew what the consequences were when they
were not there and that management would not bring in more staff to compensate. They were
correct. A study by the nursing unions shows that staffing was not increased and that many
actually reduced staffing further during this period.
Millard himself acknowledged that the structures for working with families were not there in
Newmarch. Staff were “stretched too thin at that time to attend to communicating effectively
with families”. He agreed it was not acceptable. There was extensive press coverage about the
impact of the lockdown and the lack of flexibility. People were justifiably angry at the way it was
done and the lack of insight into the consequences for them.
The problem is that the industry had never developed good relationships with residents or the
community they served. Those who tried to complain were seen as trouble makers. They were
pushed aside and sometimes threatened. Managers did not know how to deal with people and
when they did so they were inept and insensitive.
Without a relationship with the community they bungled it again. They arranged to meet with
families but instead of fronting the families they got OPAN, the advocacy service constrained by its
government funding and contracts, and its close relationships with industry, to answer their
questions. Families were angry at the lack of communication110 expecting “the Zoom meeting was
with Anglicare not just an advocacy group”.
Once again our Prime Minister put his foot in it. Instead of helping address the problem, he
responded by attacking the industry - chastising the lack of visitation rights. Understandably,
industry were furious and responded by criticizing government. Government addressed the
problem they had created by asking NACA to develop a code of conduct.
NACA is the industry dominated body that had advised goverment over the years. They have
played a major role in the design of the aged care system that has failed so badly. Instead of a
government led consultation, this was largely a group of NACA industry members. The workforce
who were expected to implement it in the frontline were excluded from creating the draft. Industry
and COTA Australia hurriedly asked for submissions. They developed a code that family members
and the workforce were then expected to follow.
The care of vulnerable citizens is every citizen and every community’s responsibility. The care that
is provided is based on community values, which are very different to market values. We have
argued that whoever provides care is doing it on our behalf. They are our agent and directly
responsible to us.
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'She's delusional': Son slams premier over mum's care in virus cluster Yahoo News 6 May 2020
https://au.news.yahoo.com/son-newmarch-resident-calls-out-nsw-government-response-coronavirus-cluster-225603856.html
The Newmarch House Covid-19 cluster The Saturday Paper May 9-15, 2020
https://www.thesaturdaypaper.com.au/news/politics/2020/05/09/the-newmarch-house-covid-19-cluster/15889464009797
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The neoliberal market and its managerial structures have pushed community and citizens aside
and made it impossible for them to hold their agents to account. As a consequence, the structures
needed to address issues like this are absent. The correct response was to urgently put them in
place.
We made a submission to this consultation which sets out these issues and explains why this was
inappropriate. We include that short submission as Appendix 2. Sections 2 to 5 are relevant to
this issue. We will not deal with it further here.

6.2.1 Just in time supplies
To understand the shortage of testing kits and personal protection gear, we need to examine
managerial practices, their focus on competition and efficiency and the introduction of these same
techniques into government and much of society regardless of the consequences. When a system
is driven by a belief then consequences are often ignored.
Storage is costly and inefficient. It is much more cost effective to have supplies delivered as they
are needed and this strategy is adopted by business. This ‘just in time’ strategy works well for
nonessentials. It is a high-risk strategy when the items are essential, but competitive market
pressures do not have a long-term focus and so encourage risk taking. If anything goes wrong
with the supplier or the delivery system in essential services, there are serious consequences.

Example: Australia is an island, and depends on others for fuel. It has “no
mandated minimum reserves of liquid fuel for an emergency, relying instead
on economical but risky just-in-time delivery for fuel”. We have been on the
brink of running out on a number of occasions. A report from the Australian
Strategic Policy Institute111 describes “how this situation is so fraught, and
the national reserve so small, that during major military exercises and
actual operations, such as the search for the missing Malaysia Airlines
Flight MH370, fuel stocks have reached critically low levels”.
If Australia were ever attacked our ability to respond would be seriously compromised.
This just in time approach has resulted in shortages of testing kits, masks and other personal
safety equipment across the world as well as in Australia. Many have been infected as a result and
some have died. It has impacted the Dorothy Henderson Lodge facility, Newmarch House and our
hospitals. When the Coronavirus pandemic developed it revealed how widely, a just in time
management strategy was being adopted globally.
There had been warnings for years. Many strategic exercises were undertaken to prepare for a
pandemic. In a system managed using ‘just in time processes’, devotion to following processes
inhibits critical thinking. Those who do think are ignored. Such a system lacks flexibility and
capacity to respond effectively to change.
It does not take account of our humanity and our human needs. The processes become a
substitute, a token for the intelligent humans that should be there. This managerialist approach,
which had no insight into the nature of caring, made the spread of this virus very difficult to contain
and many died as a result. This is a systemic problem.
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“Running on empty? Summary on APO 13 May 2020 https://apo.org.au/node/303804
SPECIAL REPORT Running on empty? A case study of fuel security for civil and military air operations at Darwin Airport Australian
Strategic Policy Institute https://go.aws/2MexObd
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6.2.2 Privatisation
The belief in the superiority of markets has seen governments progressively gut the civil service
and stack it with believers, many part of a revolving door with industry. The civil service is no
longer capable of serving the public and advising government. Instead, industry representatives
have been appointed to government bodies, and assessments and the generation of advice
contracted to private contractors.
This has ensured that that the government gets the advice that it wants and avoids critical analysis.
It also creates a revolving door and the capture of policy and regulation by industry. Political
donations and lobbying ensure that governments do what they are told and ignore alternatives.

6.2.3 Aspen Medical
Aspen has been one of the government’s closest allies. Based in Canberra, Aspen Medical was
established in 2003 by Glenn Keys and Dr Andrew Walker. Initially it provided services to the NHS
in the UK112. It soon formed a relationship with the Australian government and became the ‘go to’
company for governments supplying services to the military in the Solomon Island, East Timor and
more. It has provided services in remote regions and to the mining industry.
It provided the Australian governments contribution to containing Ebola in Africa and healthcare
across 52 ADF bases in Australia. This served some 80,000 personnel. It provided services in
offshore. detention centres. It has supplied services to the USA and many other countries. It has
worked and provided services in the “Pacific, Africa, the Gulf region, the UK and the USA”.
There have been few evaluations of its performance in these distant operations. The WHO
contracted it to provide hospital care in Mosul when Daesh was pushed out of this Iraq city113. The
Johns Hopkins Center for Humanitarian Health in 2018 reported criticisms that the hospital turned
away civilians needing treatment and that it left without ensuring continuity of the service it had
provided.
By 2020 it had a history “of having assisted emergency medical responses in 17 countries”. The
government immediately turned to it114 to help it through the coronavirus epidemic. The first task
was to deliver a “pop-up emergency department to treat coronavirus patients” in Canberra – a
$23 million project. By then it had 1000 Australian professionals “working to control the COVID-19
outbreak”. It was tasked with “rolling out more than 100 respiratory clinics across Australia”.
It was involved in services to the infected cruise ships, the Diamond Princess and then in
managing the protective measures on the Ruby Princess after the blunder by NSW Health in
Sydney. By 9th April 650 passengers from the ship had been diagnosed with COVID-19 and it had
been linked to 15 deaths.
When the police commenced an investigation of what had happened “Aspen Medical was tasked
by Home Affairs Minister Peter Dutton to get an ‘honest picture’ of the situation on-board”.
The press started investigating and questioning the close links between Aspen and government115.
They discovered that:
112
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Aspen Medical https://www.aspenmedical.com/aspen-medical
Aspen Medical https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aspen_Medical
Making the world healthier The Canberra Times 7 July 2012 https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/6168254/making-the-world-healthier/
Aspen Medical’s Covid-19 contracts The Saturday Paper Edition No. 301, 16 -22 May 2020 https://bit.ly/3gFY0JW
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Coronavirus brings Aspen Medical's lifesaving work home The Canberra Times 5 April 2020 https://bit.ly/2XMsFwn
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Company collecting Ruby Princess evidence a prolific political donor Daily Telegraph 9 April 2020 https://bit.ly/2XS4ZXo
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“Former Howard government health minister Michael Wooldridge spent 10 years as a
director of Aspen Medical over two stints between 2007 and 2019”. He was under a cloud
over his involvement in the drawn out saga surrounding dubious financial decisions by the
Prime Trust board prior to its collapse.



“The company donated almost $85,000 to both federal and state Liberal party divisions
between 2013 and 2015. Federal Labor also received thousands in donations from the
company as recently as 2017”. (total amount disputed)

It was claimed that “a Premier instructing the police to undertake a criminal investigation and
then using a private company with ties to the Liberal Party - - - does not pass the sniff test”.
Aspen came to the rescue in Newmarch House two weeks after the first infection, on 20th April. It
subsequently contributed 35 staff. There were soon concerns about Aspen’s capacity to address
the problem116. It was over two weeks before infected residents were moved into a separate wing.
Two days after working on the heavily infected Ruby Princess two staff started work at vulnerable
Newmarch Lodge. This was well within the incubation period. While they were not responsible for
the infection, this certainly does not pass any sniff test. It was even more troubling117 when
Anglicare stood down one of the contractors from Aspen Medical “over alleged breaches in
infection control”.
The Guardian looked at what the government was paying Aspen Medical118:


more than $57m for Covid-19 outbreak response services to the Ruby Princess and
Newmarch House;



the rolling out of 100 pop-up respiratory clinics - - cost not revealed

The Federal government brought in Aspen. NSW Health which had been assisting Newmarch,
had “no control over those matters”. It seems likely that integrating the two services did not work
well. The Guardian reported119 that this was part of a $15.7 million contract awarded under a
“limited tender process to a private company”, to provide “emergency response teams of nurses,
allied health staff and care workers in aged-care facilities”. This made it “exempt from the
Commonwealth’s own procurement rules”.
The Saturday Paper also looked back at these many contracts113. The contract to build the
emergency hospital in Canberra for $23 million did not go to tender “due to legal exemptions
during an emergency”. But work had started “two weeks before the contract had been signed on
April 24“.
An anonymous emergency doctor indicated that “he and his colleagues had concerns from the
start that Aspen was promising more than it could deliver, particularly when it came to staffing”.
We have seen so much political corruption in politics in NSW, Queensland and more. We need to
be sure this in not about jobs for mates.
There was concern about the privatisation of medical services particularly in emergency situations.
As the doctor indicated “privatising the system is a good way to remove whistleblower

116
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Coronavirus Australia: Link between two deadliest clusters of COVID-19 revealed, 7 News, 7 May 2020 https://bit.ly/3eB2H5K
Aspen Medical staff who worked on Ruby Princess sent to Newmarch House just two days later – is Government’s ‘surge’
workforce capable of meeting demands? The Weekly Source 7 May 2020 https://bit.ly/3cj1u1q
Death Toll Rises At Newmarch, NSW Chief Health Officer Cautions Over Laying Blame HelloCare 5 May 2020 https://bit.ly/3ckZi9R
Aspen Medical reaps $57m for Covid-19 work, including Newmarch House and Ruby Princess The Guardian 7 May 2020 https://bit.ly/
3cgA3W1
Exclusive: Gov’s $5.8m aged-care app offers ‘no duty of care’ The Saturday Paper 23 May 2020 https://bit.ly/36Km6Pb
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protections” and so protecting government. Another claim was that this sort of privatization “has
had terrible impacts on the quality, accessibility and public accountability of these services”.
The description used by the Department of Health when it commissioned Aspen to run training
courses is revealing120. It said “Training is provided by our trusted COVID-19 training partner,
Aspen Medical”.

6.2.4 Mable
“Mable is a profit for purpose business121 which directly connects care/support workers and
other health professionals with people who need care and support to live independently”.
Mable was officially founded in 2013/14 by former Bankers Trust partners Peter Scutt and Tony
Charara, under the name “Better Caring” when they struggled to find the right home care solution
for their parents. They put families in contract with independent operators who they believed could
be trusted. There was a need and the venture was a success. While they make some attempt to
vet the employees, they are independent contractors and Mable does not take responsibility for
them. The online platform asks for tax file number, driving license and banking details, the worker
pays Mable 10% to cover insurance and administration costs, but workers require an ABN to do
so.
In 2016, Ellerston Ventures, in which billionaire James Packer had a major stake, invested $3
million122 in the business indicating that “Community aged care and disability support represents a
high growth opportunity”. In 2018 Better Care changed its name to Mable123. It seems to have
become more market focused providing staffing for NDIS and aged care providers as well.
Soon after, in his January 2019 statement to the Royal Commission,124 the CEO of COTA praised
Mable as an innovative model saying “We were pleased to support the introduction of Mabel
(formerly known as Better Caring) into the marketplace about five years ago as one such early
example of improving a consumer's choice and control”. We think COTA already had an
investment in Mable but it was not disclosed.
In May 2019 Ellerston invested another $10 million and he was joined by another prominent
businessman125 Jamie Odell, previously CEO of poker machine company Aristocrat Leisure. By
now, the company was “clearly a for-profit and for-purpose organization”. Its focus was on
money and it stepped up “marketing and brand building”. The character of the business was
changing as it became more commercial.
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COVID-19 infection control training Dept Health 27 May https://bit.ly/2XJNB7b
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Mable (Company), Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mable_(Company)
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Sydney healthtech startup Better Caring raises $3 million from Ellerston Ventures Startup Daily 25 October 2016 https://bit.ly/36KJQ5I
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Is it home ‘care’ or home ‘support’? Better Caring changes its name to Mable The Weekly Source 13 Sept 2018 https://bit.ly/3gFoeMq
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Statement of Ian Garth Yates AM Hearing Royal Commission 31 January 2019 https://bit.ly/2zGASue
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Ex-Aristocrat CEO Jamie Odell bets on Mable Australian Financial Review 22 March 2016 https://bit.ly/2MhN4Ed
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At an early 2020 conference where the failures of Consumer Directed Care (CDC) were explored,
it was noted “the control held by the consumer was nothing but an illusion”. It was revealed that
Mable claims to have 5,600 support workers to choose from126. Currently, providers take up to
35% of the package in fees or in some cases more.
Mable takes only 5% from the fee negotiated by families, and 10% from providers. Not only was it
cheaper, but the relationships with the support worker were more personal.
With the panic around coronavirus, job losses, working from home and isolating, many gave up on
their home care127. Mable would have had staff to spare. They became involved with government.
Mable had targeted support services in the community as well as care staff. Many may not have
had the skills needed to cope with something like coronavirus.
The government contracted it “for a “surge workforce” in nursing homes affected by Covid-19
infections”. Rick Morton at The Saturday Paper took a close look at that128. He argued that Mable
was simply an Uber like entity that connected citizens and providers with workers. It had multiple
disclaimers including that it had “no ‘duty of care’ for the quality of its workforce or liability for the
care provided”, that they “are not legally affiliated with Mable” and that it has no control over or
responsibility for them. Mable staff worked alongside the staff from Aspen Medical at Newmarch.
The government would pay for this, but it did not appear that they “would subsidise workers who
were not employed through the app”. The contract “is not subject to ordinary value-for-money
checks, nor ‘accountability and transparency’ provisions” and “cannot be judicially reviewed”.
Morton revealed that an opening ceremony in 2017 had been attended by Aged Care Minister Ken
Wyatt and COTA CEO Ian Yates. COTA was a shareholder in Mable. This was a 2 per cent
granted in lieu of consultancy fees – so clearly COTA was involved as a consultant.
Morton went on to criticise the marketisation of aged care in 1997 and supported this by quoting
the Royal Commission’s first report ’Neglect’ including that it is a “myth that aged care is an
effective consumer-driven market”.
Independent journalist Michael West was also very critical129 of “the rise in untendered contracts.
The numbers in Defence are enormous but it goes on elsewhere, with little scrutiny”. He went on
to criticise the contract with Mable, whose owners included the founding bankers, the Packer’s
Ellerston Capital and New’s Corp’s Mediafund - the Murdoch family. Then there were rich-listers
Tony Wales of Computershare, Alison Ferletto and investment banker husband Roger Feletto and
of course COTA. These were the very rich in Australia seizing any opportunity they see. They are
not charitable investors.

6.3 Some conclusions
From belief to truth decay: Australia has been a follower for most of the 20th century and during
the latter part of the century it followed a new belief system variously called neoliberalism,
economic rationalization and free markets. Australia became an enthusiastic convert and one
medical critic described it as transfusing mad cow thinking into every vein of society.
While there have been economic benefits, it has had a profound impact on government, on the civil
service, on regulation, on civil society, on every vulnerable sector and on the sort of people and the
126

How aged care agencies are failing our elderly Medical Republic 11 March 2020 https://bit.ly/3cn3qpC
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Home Care Clients Cancel Vital Services Amid Concerns About COVID HelloCare 1 April 2020 https://bit.ly/3eCT0Ut
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News Corp and Packer aged care “win” is tip of corporate welfare iceberg Michael West 26 May 2020 https://bit.ly/3dmlmlK
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society that we have become. There were many warnings and criticism as its failures have become
more obvious. Aged care is a typical example.
The illusions and the misinformation that was needed to sustain these policies are now evaporating
and citizens around the world have lost faith not only in government, but on any source of
information. This situation is recognized as truth decay. Many analysts now write about the ‘posttruth era’.
It is also called populism because society becomes very vulnerable and is likely to rally behind
populist leaders who are selling them appealing snake oil. It has fractured civil society and rapidly
weakened Western society. The consequences and the dysfunction are exposed for all to see by
the response to the coronavirus pandemic.
Large numbers of thinking citizens across the world including Australia are calling this a turning
point and pleading for a restructuring of our society as we emerge from this crisis. They want a
new kinder and more civilized normal and don’t want to go back to the old normal – yet that is all
our leaders are offering us.
In 2009 after the Global Financial Crisis, Prime Minister Kevin Rudd wrote a scathing criticism 130 of
neoliberalism claiming that this was “a turning point between one epoch and the next, when one
orthodoxy is overthrown and another takes its place”. He was a man before his time and was
swiftly deposed. As a society we must not let that happen again.
Post truth and coronavirus: Our risk of a pandemic was as great as in the USA and the UK. Our
nursing homes were equipped with less trained staff and were more vulnerable. In spite of this and
our criticisms, we have been far more successful than equivalent countries.
We can speculate about the reasons for this:
1. A head start: We had a head start in that we were not as far down the truth decay and
populism path as the USA and the UK. Our society was less fractured and that gave us a
head start. We were able to control those who might have taken us down that path.
2. Accepting science: We had some leaders and some experts who accepted the science
and even though we were ill prepared pressed for action. They were in a position to take
control.
3. Emotional intelligence: Like the Prime Minister of New Zealand, we had state leaders
who not only accepted and understood the science, but also had some emotional
intelligence. They understood their own emotions and so could understand the emotions of
others. They were able to engage sympathetically with citizens, understand their feelings
and earn their trust. By being honest and engaging well, they were able to motivate the
community and get them to cooperate in social distancing and self-isolation.
Emotional intelligence is something that we develop as we interact with others and engage
in their lives. There is little place for it in a neoliberal market because relationships are
instrumental and based on self-interest. This market has no interest in building a civil
society.
Managerialism focuses on processes and motivated people with incentives that encourage
self-interest and discourage emotional intelligence. Emotional intelligence is a valuable
attribute but has not been valued in our society.

130

The global financial crisis Kevin Rudd The Monthly February 2009 http://bit.ly/32cWveV
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4. An engaged Community: The most important lesson was that our response required
community action and engagement. That was why it succeeded. Government could not do
it alone. Leaders who do not engage and represent citizens might sell them a policy but
they cannot bring people with them in a crisis. An involved and interested community
needs to be there if we are to deal with a crisis.
We saw the same thing in the bushfires. In spite of initial central bungling the community
engaged with the plight of others, became empathic and responded in multiple ways in
order to contribute and help. When the Coronavirus arrived had already started building
community and were capable of more.
In spite of the isolation both situations brought people together as they sympathized with
each other. People greeted each other. They acknowledged their kindness in giving them
safe space when they passed in the street. There is a sense of achievement and
camaraderie. We have been building civil society and acquiring social capital.
There is a strong sense of not wanting to go back to where we were. We are not happy with what
happened there and many are talking of a different sort of world, the sort of world we have
glimpsed during these crises. Many see this as an opportunity for a new beginning.
Our problem is that our leaders show little sign of change, or any inclination to follow our lead and
support us in this. Their rhetoric has hardly changed. We are pressing them to follow and to work
with us in this.

6.4 Some lessons from what happened during the pandemic
Our civilization exposed: In examining what happened during the pandemic in many different
countries, in politics, in government, in industry and in the community during the pandemic, we see
glaring failures. Those who made decisions lived in a world of ideas that rendered them blind to
the obvious.
We need a new society that is structured in a way that allows civil society, government, politicians
and managers to work together in examining information from multiple different points of view and
then sets these against the ideas that are on offer. The wars and other horrors of the 20th century
were all the result of patterns of thinking that were illogical and harmful. Many rose after periods of
truth decay. We must not let this happen again
The consequence of our current beliefs: Almost every failure in Australia illustrates how the
managerialist approach that our society depends on is built around processes that inhibit flexibility,
discourages critical thinking and generate inappropriate responses. It is a belief system which
believes that management has skills that are universally applicable. It embraces neoliberal ideas
and believes that market style management is universally applicable.
Knowledge about the sector, industry or service is not necessary and successful managers are
recruited regardless of their past experience or lack of sector knowledge. Areas that depend on
specific knowledge like education, health and aged care are most vulnerable.
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Our educational institutions have become giant training colleges preparing students for
employment in the marketplace. Education to develop responsible citizens and critical thinking has
been ignored. The subjects, which provide this sort of education and give us insight into ourselves
and our society, have languished. The consequences of that are significant.
Managerialist thinking in Australia relies on processes based on neoliberal assumptions
and policy decisions that are made in boardrooms and not on the ground. It is a top/down
process and not flexible or responsive to information. When the situation clearly required
that COVID-19 positive patients be moved from unsafe nursing homes to hospital to protect
everyone else, this was not done. Policy decisions had been made by ignorant managers at
the top and processes set in place.
A new way of managing is required, one which structures workforces and society in ways which
engage them and enable them to contribute to policy and decisions and so come to own and
identify with what needs to be done. We need a bottom/up structure that builds on a broad spread
of knowledgeable people and experience. This is a direct challenge to neoliberal philosophy.
Ideological intractability: Believers build their lives using belief systems and they become
integral to their identity. This is often described as incorporated into their psychological DNA. Any
criticism of failure of the belief is a direct attack on the person and we instinctively defend it and
attack and discredit the critic. They cannot accept that what they are doing is illogical and harmful.
Psychologists have described the many strategies we use to do this.
Australia’s nursing homes are staffed more poorly than other developed nations (see Appendix 1).
Those who study staffing requirements would consider them dangerously low. As the Royal
Commission showed the system is unable to provide even basic care to those who need it.
In spite of the Royal Commission and the data, we still see the legacy of the illusions that
aged care is not a disease, that nursing homes are not hospitals, that they are more like
hotels and that we have a world class system. The response is to rationalise, deny and
even attack.
The use of these strategies is readily apparent.
An excellent example is a recent article131 in The Australian by the Executive Director of the
neoliberal Menzies Research Centre. He used Australia’s success in keeping coronavirus out of
most of our nursing homes as evidence to deny and minimise the extent of the problems in aged
care. He mounted a savage attack on the ABC, particularly on its exposure of the failures in care essentially blaming the ABC and not the industry for the Commission’s finding of neglect. It
discounted and minimised the Commission’s findings.
This is not the first time that this sort of thing has happened. It happens during most ideologies
when they fail. There were many examples during the multiple scandals in health and aged care in
the USA starting in the early 1990s. Several offended again after agreeing to pay large fines or
even pleading guilty to criminal conduct. These followed the introduction of the same
neoliberal/free market policies in these sectors during the 1980s.
Even though we have seen it in many of the failures over the last 30 to 40 years, our leaders
refused to analyse critically and acknowledge the problem.
What Coronavirus has done is expose just how dysfunctional they are and how important it is that
we come back to earth and set a new direction. But this is a huge problem for politicians and
131

Coronavirus: Perhaps our aged-care system is not in so much crisis. Nick Cater The Australian 13 April 2020 https://bit.ly/35WWyxX
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businessmen who have built very successful lives, made huge fortunes and been admired and
honoured. This is the problem of ideological intractability and why too often this ends in bloodshed.
This is a huge problem for those who want a better world.
Overcoming ideological intractability: Because of the pressures powerful believers generate,
addressing these issues is usually taboo. All of the inquiries over the last 10 years have skirted
around this problem and not addressed it.
Our examination of the Royal Commissions Hearings leads us to believe that they too are
instinctively shrinking from this. It really requires people and bodies that are credible and powerful
to acknowledge the problem and so open debate.
We have written to the Royal Commission urging them to do so. We have also written an open
letter to both major parties asking them to admit to these problems then encourage and support the
Royal Commission to doing this.

6.5 Making change sensibly
If we are to move to something better then we need to first examine how we got to this situation
and where we went wrong - what happened and why.
Democracy: If we look back at our heritage and the development of democracy we can trace that
back to the Renaissance when citizens rediscovered the art, philosophy and literature of ancient
Greece. Athenian democracy had appeal and movements were created that eroded the power of
kings or replaced them with parliaments. We saw the movements that resulted in the Magna Carta
and democracy in the UK, the revolutions in France and later in the USA. The foundations of
western democracy were laid by citizens thinking intelligently, debating issues sensibly and acting
collectively. Democracy depends on their doing so.
Understanding ourselves: The Greeks too realised that we had both selfish selves and social
selves. The first was a product of our primitive drive to survive and succeed and the later a
product of our developing social nature and the relationships we formed in our society. Our
success as a species was a product of our capacity to prioritize our social selves and control our
selfish selves by serving others and our communities.
The early Greek physician Hippocrates saw how self-interest could tempt people and particularly
doctors into taking advantage of their vulnerable patients for financial or sexual advantage. The
Hippocratic oath and the ethical structures that it was based on have endured in different ways for
2,500 years.
As a society we learned to relate to one another, to imagine the lives of others, to develop empathy
and be motivated by altruism. We developed values and norms that we all adhered to. These are
the societal values that form the basis for a discourse of care – the ideas on which the caring for
others in health and aged care depends.
Religions encouraged us to take responsibility for those who are vulnerable, ill or weak but selfinterest is never far away. As a society we are able to influence one another. The pressures we
exert on one another as we interact is the most powerful regulator we have because we can
constrain self-interest early and quickly put pressure on those who deviate.
The 18th century father of economics Adam Smith understood all this. While he understood that
markets underpinned society and made its further development possible, he realised that it
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encouraged self-interest and the exploitation of the weak. He warned that tradesmen provided
services in their own interest and that informed customers had to ensure that the tradesmen
prioritised their interests. They were an order of men with “an interest to deceive and even oppress
the public”. Society should not adopt their ideas and suggestions until they had been very closely
analysed. Society clearly needed to retain its capacity to set the limits of acceptable conduct in the
market.
As specialisation of services developed, some individuals took responsibility for dealing with
vulnerable people or activities. Concepts of being of ‘good character’ or ‘fit and proper’ were
developed to describe those who would behave responsibility. Those who met these criteria were
permitted to provide these services. These ideas were subsequently included in probity
regulations for vulnerable sectors like health and aged care. They were abolished in aged care in
1997.

6.5.1 The development of neoliberalism
We need to go back to the early 20th century where the First World War and then the great
depression were followed by a period of serious truth decay and the development of populist
movements and leaders. Fascist (Hitler and Mussolini) and Communist (Stalin) totalitarian
dictatorships developed. World War II was a consequence.
Economists from the Austrian School of economics in the 1930s and 1940s interpreted this action
by social movements in society, not as an aberration but as the inevitable consequence of what
was described as action by ‘the collective’. They saw any action by the collective as a threat to
individual freedom and it was demonized. As economists they saw markets as the vehicle through
which we expressed our individuality and our freedom.
In 1947 Friedrich Hayek formed the Mont Pelerin Society based in Switzerland and Milton
Friedman, a Chicago economist who had been converted joined him. The philosophy and belief
was developed. Initially it was a fringe economic cult but converts grew and a network of think
tanks developed across the world.
There were two other popular streams of thought that developed in the USA. The first were
libertarian movements that saw individuality and individual rights as threatened and it was control
by society that threatened their capacity to do what they wanted – the collective. Any sort of
collective action was seen as communist or socialist – both evil.
The second was an immigrant from Communist Russia, philosopher and novelist Ayn Rand. She
saw the selfish primeval human as vital and the ultimate expression of individuality. Any threat or
control of individuals was condemned. She promoted selfishness as a virtue, condemned
selflessness and described altruism as a disease inflicted on society. Initially rejected by others
she appealed to a number of powerful people, particularly in the business community. That
popularity has grown and groups that promote her philosophy are among the many affiliated think
tanks that support neoliberal policies and politicians.
Ascendancy: Some argue that after the defeat in the Vietnam war, Watergate, the impeachment
of Nixon and then a depression in the early 1970s there was a period of truth decay. Friedman
had been very effective in promoting these ideas and they gained ascendancy. Reagan and
Thatcher were elected. They worked closely together. Hayek and Friedman became advisors to
both.
The free market policies of market competition, efficiency, small government and no or minimal
regulation became central to market based globalization and many countries followed including
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Australia. Schools of management adopted the ideas and drove them across the world and into
many countries. The Civil service was gutted and a close relationship developed between the
government and industry. Civil society was undermined and pushed aside, The nature of
democracy has changed and it is threatened.
Everything that we previously knew about human nature, about society, about the market and
about the vulnerability of citizens was rejected. Many warned of the consequences but were
ignored. Coronavirus has thrown them into stark relief.
Critics: Many are now writing about this and acknowledging that neoliberalism has failed. Some
still seek to modify neoliberal policies. It is clear that the problems are too fundamentally flawed.
The logical way forward is to rebuild civil society and create responsible citizens who think critically
to guide us through the crises that lie ahead.

6.6 Aged care in Australia as an example
The development of nursing and a philosophy of care under Florence Nightingale in the Crimean
war ushered in a change in which the old and infirm were moved into charitable institutions around
the turn of the century. The churches and society became involved in supporting this. After World
War II the state began to take some responsibility for the vulnerable and sick.
The Menzies government led the way by funding nonprofits to provide age care in the 1950s.
Some thought that for-profits might be more efficient and funding was extended to them in 1962.
Investors saw this as a low risk high profit opportunity and the floodgates opened. Many who did
not need care were admitted to nursing homes to increase profits. Those who needed care often
did not get it. Attempts by governments to control this were unsuccessful.
Support for nonprofits returned but opinions waxed and waned. There were many reviews over the
years. The very critical Coleman review in 1975 identified multiple problems and supported
nonprofits because they were not motivated by profit.
The Coleman report stressed the importance of local and regional involvement
in a bottom/Up system with integration through public participation in planning
at the local level then through regions and states using Joint Co-ordinating
Committees.
No action was taken and the Holmes review in 1977 was disturbed by the increase in costs from
2.1% of GDP to 3.9%. His suggestions were ignored.
The Macleay report in 1982 addressed the near impossibility of the Commonwealth managing
and regulating aged care because of its complexity and of conflict with the states. He
recommended that the provision of aged care should be transferred to the states.
Because of the complexity of care, the Macleay report considered that “planning and delivery of
programs should be conducted at the regional level”. All services should be planned and
delivered on a regional basis, probably involving the active participation of local Government.
The Giles inquiry into ‘Private Nursing Homes in Australia: their conduct, administration and
ownership’ exposed the many failures in care in the for-profit sector.
A serious attempt was made to restructure and reform the system in 1986 with progressive change
planned through to the mid-1990s. Central to this was a set of standards and a regulatory system
that adopted an investigative approach when problems were identified.
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A number of reviews were planned to monitor progress.
Ronalds report: As part of this, Chris Ronalds addressed the rights of the residents and
developed a charter. She reported in 1989. That report stressed the importance of local oversight
and community. It proposed independent local advocates and empowered visitors who would
watch over and support residents.
Industry fights back: The new neoliberal ideas appealed to the for-profit aged care providers.
They saw the regulatory rigour as a breach of their rights. An appeal to the High Court failed.
Prime Minister Keating elected in 1993 embraced the free market principles. His support for the
reforms dwindled so that they were not all implemented.
Industry regrouped and worked with the Liberal party which they supported and funded. They
were elected in 1996 and introduced the bill to marketise aged care in 1997. It removed all
accountability, abolished the regulations and disempowered the unions so that providers could
keep costs down.
Senator Gibbs gave a prophetic speech condemning the changes. She spoke of ‘managers with
no nursing experience. No longer do nursing homes have to employ a qualified director of
nursing who will ensure that professional standards are met’. She referred to ‘dramatically
decreased guarantees of the level of care that residents will receive’ in a system where there
would ‘no longer be the checks and balances’. She warned of a return to the horrors that the Giles
report had exposed.
What she and others predicted happened and the Royal Commission has exposed it. Instead of
building on local capacity and supporting the local management of aged care, the Commonwealth
has taken control of aged care away from everyone else and rebuilt it within the neoliberal free
market ideology. The community values on which good care depends have been superseded by
market values. The Aged Care Roadmap sets out the principles. They have failed.
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7 Recommendations for change
The bushfire crisis and Coronavirus have shown the importance of thriving and effective
communities. Citizens have realised what has been missing. They want to grow society.

Recommendation 1: Politics and society
That society and politicians should acknowledge that the role of government is to build and support
society and that current policies and a top/down managerialism have had a devastating and
erosive effect on society.
Steps should be taken to involve and empower communities by creating structures that enable
them to take control of the affairs in their communities. There should be a progressive move
towards a more participatory form of politics based on the principle of deliberative democracy.

Recommendation 2: Aged care devolution
The advice given by the 1982 McLeay report should be taken and responsibility for management,
oversight and regulation should be transferred from the Commonwealth to the states and funded
like health care.

Recommendation 3: Aged care and community
The principle that aged care is a community responsibility should be adopted. Those providing care
are their agents and accountable to them. They must be empowered to work with their agents and
ensure that they do what is required. If the market is to work then they should be able to replace a
provider that does not meet their reasonable expectations.

Recommendation 4: Local oversight and accountability
To enable this, the approach taken by the Coleman (1975), Macleay (1882), Giles (1985) and
Ronalds (1989) reports to local management of aged care should be built on. Pressure from forprofit industry groups supported by the new free market ideology resulted in the new reform
program being abandoned in the 1990s in favour of centralized management. Strategies should
be developed to empower and support local councils and local communities and encourage them
to take control of the management and oversight of aged care, They should be helped to create
structures that support residents and families and work with them in dealing with providers.
a) Advocates should be drawn from local communities and be regularly on site, so known to
residents and families.
b) Empowered visitors should be the on-site regulatory face of the community keeping an
eye on what is happening, being involved with the staff and residents, when there are
problems and ensuring they are addressed. They should report to and work with both the
community and the regulator.
c) The Public Guardian and the Public Advocate in Queensland, as well as the Public
Advocate in Victoria, have all made submissions to recent inquiries pressing for the
introduction of a proper empowered visitors scheme in aged care.
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d) Local guidance: Guidance and help to families and prospective residents should be
provided locally by those who work with the empowered visitors and advocates and so
know what is happening.

Recommendation 5: Co-operation and transparency
The community should appoint representatives to sit on nursing home management committees
and on provider boards.

Recommendation 6: Restore probity measures
Probity, a measure of character, should be a prime consideration in approving a provider. Locals
should have the opportunity to investigate and contribute to the process. Locals bodies should
have the final say in selecting a provider for their community.

Recommendation 7: Making the market work for community
To enable communities to remove an unsatisfactory provider and make the market work without
disrupting service it would help if ownership of facilities was separated from the provision of
services by using Real Estate Investment Trusts (REIT). The provider could then be changed with
minimal disruption.

Recommendation 8: Removing perverse incentives
Consideration might be given to separate the payments to providers for operating services from the
funding to provide care. This would create a stable market and eliminate the perverse incentives
created by competition for profit. Competition and growth would be focused on service provision.
Note that Aged Care Crisis has been making submissions to inquiries advocating for a market that
is controlled by and responsible to community for over 10 years. There is more detail in our other
submissions. We have expanded on how a community controlled system could be integrated
horizontally with other communities and vertically with reach down specialist health care and
central regulatory and other services that support and build local capacity.
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8 Appendix 1: Staffing and regulatory data
Decline in staffing as resident acuity increases 1997 to 2016

These figures suggest that since the 1997 legislation, the percentage of high care residents has
increased by 53% at the same time as the percentage of the trained staff needed to care for them
has decreased (if extrapolated) by at least 35% (average of 33% for RNs and 38% for EN’s). The
increasing acuity has been met by a 22% increase in less trained PCAs.
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Nearly 2 out of 3 nursing homes are understaffed. These 10 charts explain why aged care is in
crisis, The Conversation, 6 May 2019 (Figures from GEN: 2018 Report on the funding and
financing of the aged care sector):

At the same time, allied health staff were decreased by 31.5% indicating that residents were
getting less reablement and assistance to maintain their physical and mental wellbeing.
Source:


Nearly 2 out of 3 nursing homes are understaffed. These 10 charts explain why aged care
is in crisis. The Conversation 6 May 2019 http://bit.ly/2L8ywbz
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Staffing levels in the USA and Australia (hours per resident day)

In the USA, recommendations set in 2001 are based on about 12 years of close study of outcomes
and they have been closely monitored and evaluated since then. In Australia, benchmarks are set
by accounting businesses.
The data shows that US residents on average receive twice as much care from trained staff and
one third (one hour) more nursing care each day. The US recommended minimum and the
Australian recommended benchmarks show similar differences.
Source of figures:


USA Minimum Recommended since 2001 Ross L and Harrington C California Nursing
Home Chains By Ownership Type



Facility and Resident Characteristics, Staffing, and Quality Outcomes in 2015 (USA)
Page 4 http://bit.ly/2L8eoGD



Australian Benchmarks: StewartBrown Aged Care Financial Performance Summary of
Outcomes December 2015 Page 12 Fig 17
USA Average:Nursing Facilities, Staffing, Residents and Facility Deficiencies, 2009-2016
Kaiser family Foundation April 2018 P 15 Fig 11 http://bit.ly/2L8CyAJ



Australian Average: StewartBrown 2018 figures supplied to Royal Commission in ACSA
Statement by CEO Pat Sparrow.
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One US web site in Pennsylvania in the USA analyzing services and advising prospective families
about nursing homes, drew up a 5 step classification level for staffing from very good through
good, low, very low and finally, to dangerously low. They based this on a paper by Professor
Charlene Harrington, a US authority on staffing in aged care who also gave evidence to our Royal
Commission into Aged Care Quality and Safety. They were selected in consultation with her.
PennLive defined a facility with 'dangerously low' staffing as one that provided less than 3.5 HPRD
total direct care staffing and, within that, provided less than 0.53 HPRD from registered nurses.
The classification used was:


If total staffing hours <=3.5 and RN staffing <0.53: "Dangerously low"



If total staffing hours <= 3.5: "Very low"



If total staffing hours <=4.1 and>3.5: "Low"



If total staffing hours <=5 and>4.1: "Good"



If total staffing hours >5 and <12: "Very good"
The average staffing levels in Australia are below 3 hours and RNs are 0.38 hours. It
is clear that a significant majority of Australian nursing homes fall into the
‘dangerously low’ category where there is a significant likelihood of adverse
outcomes.

Sources:


The Need for Higher Minimum Staffing Standards in U.S. Nursing Homes Harington C
et al Health Serv Insights. 2016; 9: 13–19. http://bit.ly/2La0weJ



Still Failing the Frail: The data and records behind our reporting and our database, Penn
Live 14 Oct 2018 http://bit.ly/2LaD3uc

Canadian figures also show the for-profit owned facilities staffing poorly:

Note that only the for-profit owned nursing homes staff as poorly as in Australia.
Source of figures:


Banerjee A. An Overview of Long-Term Care in Canada and Selected Provinces and Territories
Women and Health Care Reform October 2007 http://bit.ly/2fRhone
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For Profit and nonprofit in the USA
An article132 to a Normacare organised seminar “Marketisation in Nordic eldercare” in Stockholm in
2013, and charts133 from a presentation to that seminar by Professor Charlene Harrington UCSF
School of Nursing, bring it all together. She has been involved in many of the major analyses of
the USA data and written about it extensively.

The charts from Harrington’s presentation compare the most aggressive top 10 market for-profit
chains with other for-profit chains, and with non-chain (private) for-profits and then the more profit
focused non-profit chains, non-chain non-profits and government facilities.
The graphs show how the increasing pressures for profitability impact staffing and care in the far
more regulated USA system. Private equity is not separated out.

132

133

Harrington C - Understanding the relationship of nursing home ownership and quality in the United States - Marketisation in Nordic
eldercare: A research report on legislation, oversight, extent and consequences Stockholm Studies in Social Work 30 2013 Chapter 8 page
229 http://bit.ly/2fEBPUv (Poor care persists and visits easily gamed FPs and NFPs differences. FPs able to market in spite of poor
quality and more lawyers to fight regulators and politicians, (weak, decentralized regulatory system)
Harrington C. USA Quality differences in For-profit and Not-for-profit Nursing Homes Presentation to Normacare conference - Marketisation
in Nordic eldercare 2013 http://bit.ly/2gjIxku
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Study comparing incidence of sanctioned nursing homes in Australia by
ownership type:

Source of figures:


Quality failures in residential aged care in Australia: The relationship between structural
factors and regulation imposed sanctions, Baldwin R et al, Australasian Journal on Ageing
22 May 2014 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/ajag.12165/abstract
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Accreditation performance increased whilst staffing levels decreased

The charts above show on the left, the performance of the Accreditation Agency134 as it improved
its success rate in getting facilities to pass all of the 44 standards from 64% in 2000, to a near
perfect score of 97.8% taken from its 2016 annual report135. Below that is the incidence of
outcomes not met showing the decline following the reduction in regulation in 2014. The figures are
sourced from the reports.
The graph on the right uses the figures from the ANMF website (staffing obtained from National
Institute of Labour Studies figures). Between 1998 and 2016 the figures suggest that the acuity of
residents as measured by the number with high care increased by 53% at the same time as the
trained staff needed to look after them decreased by at least 35%. In a remarkable achievement,
the Agency increased its success in accrediting by 53% in spite of this deteriorating situation.

134

Previous names: Aged Care Quality Agency, now known as the Aged Care Quality and Safety Commission

135

Aged Care Quality Agency Annual Report 2016 Pg 7, http://bit.ly/2qJZDjL
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Comparing failures of care
If we compare the regulatory performance in Australia where 2.2% fail a standard with the USA
where regulators assess 175 measures of performance each year, the lack of credibility becomes
more apparent. In the USA136 only 7% of 15,000 get full marks. 93% of facilities have at least one
failure. The average is 6 to 8 and in 20% of facilities the failures are serious.
In the USA, acuity is also increasing and they supply twice as much trained care and one third
more nursing care overall.

136

Nursing Facilities, Staffing, Residents and Facility Deficiencies, 2009 Through 2015. Henry J Kaiser Foundation July 2017
http://bit.ly/2L9bRMg
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Response to Consultation: Aged Care Visitors Access Code
Aged Care Crisis is less concerned by the details of the draft code than by the approach taken to
the management of COVID-19 and to families and communities.
In large part, the issues are a consequence of major conceptual issues, in policy, in the structure of
the system and in the relationships, or rather the inadequacy of the relationships between
providers and the communities they serve.
We also have reservations about the approach taken:
1. Excluding workforce representative groups from the group considering the draft code is
unacceptable. These are the people who have the most training and knowledge. They will
be most impacted by the proposed code, along with residents and family members.
2. Funding announcements regarding COVID-19 payments to aged care homes fail to require
transparency in how additional money will be spent.
3. Previous Consultations were managed and maintained by the Department of Health’s
“Consultation Hub”1 website. We do not understand why this was outsourced to National
Aged Care Alliance (NACA) members COTA Australia and industry? Will the submissions
be published? If not, why not?
4. In the spirit of transparency, we would like to have our submission published and available
for public discussion.
5. The short time frame of one week to respond is restrictive, especially given that some
people may not have access to a computer and may need to rely on traditional mail, which
has proven to be very slow throughout this pandemic.
6. Accessibility of Consultation: Provision to making contributions other than online should be
made available. Many people, especially those in aged care, are unable to help
themselves and some do not even have computer access. Their vulnerability may also
preclude them from being active participants. Those who cannot participate may be among
those most directly impacted by the outcomes of this consultation.

1

Department of Health, Consultation Hub: https://consultations.health.gov.au/
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We make the following points regarding the draft code principles

1 Our aged care homes are not equipped to cope with the
problem
1.

Sections of industry and members of the pro-government think tank, Menzies Research
Centre, have been boasting of industry’s success in controlling COVID-19 and have used
that to attack those who have exposed the widespread failures in the system and to
denigrate the findings of the Royal Commission. This suggests that there are too many in
government and industry who don’t live in the real world and are ill equipped to deal with
the crisis.

2.

The majority of COVID-19 cases in Australia have come from overseas or cruise ship
arrivals, which are readily identified and contacts traced. There has been much less
community spread, particularly in asymptomatic citizens. This was quickly controlled by
social distancing. The main reason why relatively few Australian nursing homes have been
affected thus far is likely to be a function of low infection rates generally.

3.

When the infection did get into our aged care homes, it spread very rapidly as happened in
Tasmania and Sydney. This does not suggest effective control within the facilities.

4.

We are not suggesting that staff did not do their best. The simple fact is that we do not
have the staff or the skills in our aged care homes to cope with a major outbreak requiring
sophisticated and skilled nursing and infection control. Perhaps this is why some aged
care homes took draconian steps to isolate residents.

5.

Our aged care homes are more understaffed than other countries and most staff do not
have the skills needed. They are poorly equipped to deal with the crisis.
Even though they are better staffed, European and USA nursing homes have been unable
to contain spread coming from heavily infected communities. In Europe and in some US
states, nearly half of all deaths have been in nursing home residents.

a.

On average, residents in US nursing homes receive twice as much care from
trained nurses and a third more nursing care overall. The research done for the
Royal Commission by Professor Eager (Research Paper 1) confirms the poor
staffing in Australia.

b.

Between 70 to 80% of nursing staff are Personal Care Workers who do not have the
necessary training and create a high risk situation. Infected residents, even if not
symptomatic, require skilled nursing by well trained nurses who are part of a skilled
medical team.

c.

Australian nursing homes are at greater risk than other countries and the Royal
Commissions interim report confirms this.
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6.

Regular testing of all staff and residents is necessary. There can be a high incidence of
asymptomatic cases among residents and staff who spread infection within nursing homes.
In Maryland (USA) they did not have sufficient testing kits and could not control the rapid
spread of the virus until they identified these cases. They found a high incidence of
asymptomatic cases among the elderly residents2.

7.

It would be desirable to move all infected residents to a hospital or other facility staffed only
by trained nurses, move all possible contacts including staff to a facility where they can be
properly isolated, and then thoroughly clean and sanitise the facility. Tighter visitor control
and support for families and staff could be optimized using well trained staff. Residents
and staff should only return after they are cleared and only if the facility is now free too.

2 Setting a code and expecting everyone to follow it is unrealistic
8.

There are wide variations in each situation and ‘a nationally consistent visitation policy’
will inhibit the flexibility needed to respond appropriately. General guidelines would be
useful.

9.

The structure of each aged care home, its staffing, resources and skills have to be
considered.

10.

The risk from the local community visiting the facility will depend on their socio-economic
status and their level of education, as well as the number of symptomatic and
asymptomatic cases in the community.

11.

Taking a centralised managerial approach is the same mindset that we have seen in the
design of the unpopular, centralised ‘one size fits all’ approach of the MyAgedCare system.
You cannot manage the complexity of our humanity, our diseases and our lives with
managerial processes and tasks. It requires relationships and individual responses. While
mentoring, guidance and support build capacity. Central control undermines it. This sort of
imposed control can be very frustrating. Guidelines are useful, but good decisions can only
be made locally.

12.

The Prime Minister’s condemnation of providers for exceeding guidelines was Trumpian
and unwise at this time. It illustrates the problem.

13.

Aged care homes do not have the skills to manage this sort of outbreak. The
misconception that ‘age is not a disease’ and that ‘nursing homes are not hospitals’ has
been used to argue that there is no need for skilled medical or nursing staff. This has been
exposed as fantasy.

14.

Maryland in the USA had already identified this problem. It had started decentralising its
system. Nursing homes and local hospitals had formed close relationships. Hospitals in
the state had teams who were already working in and with nursing homes. When the virus
broke out in aged care homes, these teams immediately moved in to support and enable.

2

Keeping Nursing Home Residents and Staff Safe in the Era of COVID-19: A Webinar National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and
Medicine (NAS) 22 April 2020 https://bit.ly/2Vvl0CG
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Although stressed themselves, they mobilsed staff and resources to support and work with
the facilities. Their problem during the early stage of many rapid infections from community
sources was a lack of testing kits and of large numbers of asymptomatic infections among
staff and residents.

15.

We urge the industry to prepare for more outbreaks by building working relationships with
local hospitals so that their infectious disease teams are ready to come in and support.
That sort of approach should be adopted as policy. Permanent working relationships
should be established.

3 Relationships with citizens and families have been shattered
and there is intense distrust
16.

The unhappiness of families and friends about the isolation procedures adopted exposes a
major deficiency in the philosophy that underpins the current aged care system. This is not
their system. They don’t have any sort of ownership or trust in it.

17.

The current free market policies of government and industry have their origin in a number
of neoliberal economic and libertarian movements as well as a US philosopher who
contemned traditional professional and community values.
All of them condemned ‘the collective’ (communities and society) because they were seen
to impede individual freedom, which was expressed principally through the market. This
negativity has left a legacy which has seen the erosion of civil society and its involvement in
protecting and working to support its members. The Aged Care Roadmap is a good
example of this failed philosophy.
Government’s distrust of community and its views were expressed at an international
business meeting by Peter Shergold in 2016. He said that “government is concerned
about a public backlash from people who believe that aged care should be a
community service and not motivated by profit”. He had become chairman of Opal
Aged Care3 in November 2014. He subsequently retired as chairman of Government’s
Aged Care Sector Committee in March 2015.
Without the support of a knowledgeable and involved community, family members and
residents are at a distinct disadvantage. They are disempowered as a result.

18.

The marketing of glowing lifestyle images to citizens when the ultimate reality is very
different (most will become ill and die), is deceptive. Providers do not have the capacity to
deliver anything like those images. This creates disillusionment and ultimately distrust.

19.

This distrust is also reflected in the way in which government and industry avoided
transparently collecting hard data about outcomes, even after promising to do so in 2003
when a review criticised them for not doing so.

20.

This free market philosophy is unsuited to the sector. It creates perverse incentives. The
focus on competition and consolidation rather than on cooperation and relationships
compounds the pressures and drives people apart. The Royal Commission has uncovered
the consequences.

3

New Opal chairman says innovation is key to better aged care, Financial Review, 25 Nov 2014: https://bit.ly/2zXQHw8
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Citizens as social beings have responsibilities to one another and particularly for the
vulnerable in our society. We would argue that everyone of us and every community has a
responsibility for the frail and vulnerable in their communities.
Anyone providing that care is our agent and should be responsible to us. Communities
should be involved with their agents in providing that care and ensuring that it is what they
and their vulnerable members need and want. They need to be involved in decisions and
so develop some ownership of those decisions. This has been taken away from them by
the sort of competitive free-market created. That is an issue which should be addressed
during this pandemic and then adopted as policy.

4 Addressing the problem of community unhappiness
22.

The problem of unhappiness about isolation should be addressed by involving community
and families in the decisions and the ongoing management of the contact between families
and residents. This ensures a sense of ownership and trust.

a.

Local government and local community groups should form a group or committee
that includes some citizens with medical and/or nursing experience to work with the
families, residents and providers.

b.

Representatives from this group should be involved with management and hospital
experts in developing policy so that they know what is happening.

c.

Someone with some expertise and the capacity to adopt infection control practices
should work with staff and residents to see how they are going, to reassure or warn
families about the care provided and to arrange for controlled, supervised and
supported visiting. Local people from the community who connect regularly are
seen as independent and trustworthy. Someone distant (eg from OPAN) is too
easily seen as part of the system.

d.

Clearly regular visitors and all staff should be tested frequently regardless of
symptoms.

5 Concluding remarks
Warnings: During the 1990s politicians were repeatedly warned that the sort of market and the
sort of regulatory system they were proposing would not work. It is time to accept that it has not.
For the last 20 years of his life, the late Professor Hal Kendig, a distinguished academic researcher
in the sector has been pressing for the management and oversight of care to be decentralised to
local councils explaining the many advantages. For over 10 years, Aged Care Crisis has been
urging aged care related inquiries to adopt a very similar approach. We have put a greater focus
on citizen involvement and ownership of the system.
Clearly if a community is dissatisfied with the way its agents are working with them or the way they
are meeting their responsibilities, then it will want to find a new agent to carry out the task. The
system should be structured so that this can be done without disrupting the care and the lives of
residents. It is this capacity of citizens supporting one another to choose who will provide services
that ensures that a market in vulnerable sectors works. The current system prevents this from
happening.
The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed the weaknesses and problems in the sector. The changes
proposed to address the current crisis should be the first urgent steps in a progressive reform
agenda and we should build on that.
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